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INTRODUCTION 
In studies of natural resistance in chickens and mice to 
bacterial diseases it has been shown that characteristic 
immune substances of acquired resistance are not present prior 
to exposure to the bacteria (Gowen, 1950). Natural factors, 
however, are present which become activated upon first con­
tact with the disease. Examples of these natural elements, 
which are under genetic control of body cells, consist of such 
factors as the number of leucocytes, the ability of phagocytes 
to digest engulfed organisms, pH of blood, and body tempera­
ture. Since immunization contributes protection in proportion 
to the natural resistance it follows that acquired immunity 
is controlled by the same cellular factors which regulate 
natural immunity. Indirectly, then, investigations of the 
factor or factors involved in acquired resistance in a disease 
syndrome would provide an understanding of the mechanism of 
natural resistance. 
When chickens are tested for their ability to transmit 
avian visceral lymphomatosis some individuals have been found 
resistant upon first contact with the neoplastic tissue. At 
the same time death caused by rapidly developing tumors occurs 
in other related birds. Many of the fowls which resisted 
infection following the first exposure to the neoplasm con­
tinue to show resistance to one or more later treatments 
with the same tumor issue (Poirier, 1951, 1952). Chickens 
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which survive a series of tumor contacts would.have a chance 
to acquire immunity for the specific neoplasm employed. 
The factor or factors responsible for tumor immunity may 
be investigated by the use of X-irradiation (Stadler and 
Gowen, 1957a, 1957b, 1957c) and cortisone acetate (Bowen 
ejt al. , 1957a, 1957b, 1957c). Analysis of the effects of 
these two agents on the transmisslbllity of a given tumor may 
furnish information regarding the general nature of the 
immune process. Partial body X-irradiation offers an oppor­
tunity for identifying the tissue or tissues involved in the 
formation of the defense elements. 
The objective of the experiments reported in this dis­
sertation has been to investigate the mechanism of acquired 
immunity to tumor cells in avian lymphomatosis resistant 
chickens. The solution of this problem would provide a basis 
for the understanding of the genetically controlled defense 
mechanism of tumor transmission. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Avian leukosis, or the avian leukosis complex, is the 
general term for a variety of neoplastic diseases of the fowl. 
These neoplasms primarily involve cells of the blood. The 
diverse forms of the disease, including many variations in 
the gross and microscopic lesions, led to a standardization 
of nomenclature in 1941 (Jungherr, 1941). Under this system 
the leukosis complex is divided into visceral, neural, ocular, -
and osteopetrotic lymphomatosis, and granuloblasts and 
erythroblastic leukosis. 
Since the first recorded descriptions of neoplastic 
diseases of the fowl, by Roloff (1868) and Caparini (1896), 
avian tumors have been submitted to many types of studies. 
Among these the immunological aspect has received considerable 
attention. Observations have been made on the resistance of 
some chickens to neoplastic infections, accompanied by 
studies of chicken sera for the neutralizing action on the 
agent or agents responsible for the disease. One of the most 
important early discoveries was that some chickens resisted 
tumor transplantations. 
Tumor Treatments 
Rous and Murphy (1914) found that chickens in which the 
Rous sarcoma had regressed were resistant to further inocula­
tions of the same tumor. Burmester and Prickett (1944) 
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showed that chickens recovering from lymphomatosis tumors were 
immune to further transplantations. Forty-six of 162 birds 
that developed tumors exhibited complete regression; all 46 
were resistant to second and third transplantations. 
Avian lymphoid tumor tissue that had been frozen for 48 
hours was inoculated by Olson (1945a) into two-month old 
chickens. Tumors developed from such inoculations, but re­
gressed. Upon reinoculation the chickens were resistant to 
further tumor treatments. Olson (1945b) injected an addi­
tional 172 chickens with lymphoid tumor material, 48 of which 
resisted the first inoculation and were resistant to a second 
inoculum. Eighty-eight of the chickens grew tumors which then 
regressed, these birds also showing resistance to secondary 
transplantations. 
In tests of three different lymphomatosis tumors, RPL 
tumors 14, 15, and 16, Burmester and Belding (1947) showed 
that birds which were inoculated with cell suspensions of 
these neoplasms, and which developed tumors that regressed, 
were completely resistant to second implantations of the same 
tumor material. When chickens were inoculated with a cell-
free material of the tumors and survived tumor growths the 
results were variable upon reinoculation. In the case of the 
RPL 14 tumor, four of 10 birds grew tumors ; for RPL 15, one 
of 26 developed a tumor; and for RPL 16, all of the chickens 
developed neoplasms. 
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Using cellular suspensions of RPL 12 tumor Poirier (1951) 
inoculated about 2000 chickens. Sixty-five per cent of these 
died with tumors. Upon reinoculation of 717 surviving 
chickens only 47, or 7 per cent, died with tumors. Similar 
findings were reported by Poirier in 1952, again with RPL 12 
tumor material. 
Resistance to avian tumors, then, was shown to exist. 
Some chickens which develop tumors that later regress show re­
sistance to further inoculations of the same tumor tissue. 
This active immunization has lead research workers to conduct 
studies showing the neutralizing activity of immune sera on 
the agent or agents of transplantable avian tumors. 
Immune Sera 
Rous and Murphy (1914 ) tested sera from birds in which 
there was a regression of the Rous sarcoma. These sera in­
hibited the activity of tumor filtrates when the two were 
mixed together prior to injection into chicks. Sera from 
chickens in which Rous sarcomas had regressed were shown by 
Mottram (1928) to have a neutralizing effect, in vitro, on 
Rous tumor filtrates. No tumors developed in birds from the 
inoculation of serum-filtrate mixtures. However, no inhibi­
tory effect was exhibited on tumor cells by the sera. 
Sera from two of five chickens bearing a Rous tumor were 
also shown by Andrews (1931) to have a neutralizing effect 
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on xne nitrate or the Rous neoplasm when serum and filtrate 
were mixed together in vitro. No tumors developed in chicks 
inoculated with the mixture. In another bird with a regress­
ing Rous sarcoma the neutralizing effect of the serum on 
tumor filtrates was strong. 
Furth (1932) demonstrated a difference in the activity 
of anti-leukosis serum on leukosis filtrates and cells. 
When plasma from leukemic birds was mixed with immune serum 
a mild protection was observed: 26 per cent of 27 fowls in­
oculated with such mixtures developed the disease. When 
immune serum and leukosis cells were mixed together and inocu­
lated into 23 fowls, 13, or 57 per cent, developed the 
disease. 
Chickens that received repeated inoculations of leukosis 
tissues were shown by Stubbs and Furth (1935) to produce sera 
which neutralized a filtrate of erythroleukosis. Inhibition 
of tumor growth was demonstrated when the sera and filtrate 
were mixed together in vitro and inoculated into other birds. 
When serum from a Rous resistant chicken was mixed with 
a filtrate of the Rous neoplasm and injected by Banting 
(1939) into three birds, no tumors developed. Three other 
birds were inoculated with anti-Rous serum one week before 
receiving tumor extract; none of these grew tumors. Lymphoid 
tumor antiserum was shown by Burmester (194-7) to have a 
cytotoxic effect on lymphomatosis tumor cells when the 
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antiserum and. tumor cells were mixed in vitro and inoculated 
into two-week old chicks. When such mixtures were incubated 
24 hours at 27° C. prior to inoculation no tumors developed 
in 17 treated chicks. 
Duran-Reynals et al. (1953)> found that immunization of 
chickens with a cell-free extract of lymphomatosis tumor 
tissue stimulated the production of antibodies not only 
against the causative agent or agents of lymphomatosis, but 
also against the active principle of the Rous sarcoma. Five 
adult fowls received a series of injections of a cell-free 
extract of RPL 12 tumor. Sera were then collected, mixed 
with Rous sarcoma extracts, and incubated for three to five 
hours. The sera-tumor mixtures were then inoculated into 
chicks. The sera from each of the five chickens neutralized 
the Rous sarcoma virus. 
Previous research seems to suggest that chickens which 
resist inoculations of avian neoplastic filtrates or cells 
are either naturally resistant to the disease or become re­
sistant following regression of tumors. It has also been 
demonstrated by the use of immune sera that an antibody-like 
substance neutralized the active principle or principles of 
the avian leukosis complex. These findings suggested a study 
for inhibitory qualities of organ substances from leukosis-
resistant chickens. Such an Investigation might reveal the 
center of formation of immune material found in sera by 
other workers. 
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Immune Organs 
Haensly (1956) tested sera and tissues of I9 different 
organs from chickens resistant to nine inoculations of RPL 12 
tumor tissue. Fowls which were not treated with the tumor 
material served as a source of control organs. Sera and 
minced organ tissues were mixed with RPL 12 lymphomatosis 
tumor cells prior to injection of such mixtures into chicks. 
Also, sera and organ tissues were injected into chicks two 
days before implantation of lymphoid tumor material. Differ­
ences between the immune and control organs were not outstand­
ing. Only one organ, the pancreas, from both immune and 
control fowls, showed an inhibitory effect on the tumor 
material. Rather than a specific immune substance, however, 
pancreatic enzymes may have interfered with neoplastic 
development. Compared with control tissues, immune organs 
which may have decreased tumor growths were : bone marrow, 
brain, cloaca, esophagus, heart, liver, and spleen. However, 
certain control organs also showed a reduction in the in-
fectivlty of tumor material : caeca, crop, esophagus, gizzard, 
large intestine, pectoral muscle, proventriculus, small in­
testine, and testis. Therefore, not one immune organ was 
distinguishable from others in hindering tumor growth. In­
formation on the defense mechanism of leukosis-resistant 
chickens might be obtained through the use of" X-irradiation 
and cortisone acetate. The latter two agents have been 
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employed by various workers in the study of disease re­
sistance. 
X-irradiation 
Jacobson et al. (1950), among the more recent work of 
this type, exposed rabbits to whole-body X-irradiation 24 
hours after the injection of sheep red blood cells. No 
demonstrable hemolysin titers were obtained. Suppression of 
the immune response also took place when Taliaferro and 
Taliaferro (195*0 inoculated rabbits with sheep erythrocytes 
two days after whole-body X-irradiation. When the antigen 
was given one to four hours before irradiation a marked re­
tardation of hemolysin formation was observed. 
Salerno and Friedell (1958) found no significant anti­
body response in rats receiving whole-body X-irradiation from 
two to 14 days prior to the injection of sheep erythrocytes. 
However, hemolysin production was not affected when the 
antigen was introduced two to eight days before irradiation. 
Similar results were observed by Gengozian and Makinodan 
(1958) in mice. The greatest suppression of hemolysin forma­
tion to sheep erythrocytes took place in mice treated with 
whole-body X-irradiation delivered on the same day as antigen 
injection. Antibody production remained normal when sheep 
erythrocytes were injected five days before irradiation, but 
there was a failure of the immune response to antigen given 
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#5 days after irradiation. 
From the work of the preceding authors it appears that 
X-irradiation interferes with the process of antibody forma­
tion, as evidenced by the injection of antigen following 
irradiation. But it also appears that the defense mechanism 
remains operative as long as it is stimulated before irradia­
tion. Other authors have demonstrated this phenomenon by 
using microorganisms. 
Craddock and Lawrence (1948) immunized rabbits with 
typhoid vaccine up to seven days before whole-body X-
irradiation. The results demonstrated that antibody forma­
tion in vaccinated-irradiated rabbits was not different from 
those treated with vaccine only. Rabbits were also exposed 
to irradiation up to two days before the injection of typhoid 
vaccine. Agglutinin titers in the non-irradiated controls 
significantly exceeded those recorded in the irradiated 
animals. 
Seven days after exposure to whole-body X-irradiation, 
Adler and Shechmeister (1952) treated mice with Clostridium 
septicum toxin. Irradiation increased the susceptibility of 
the mice to the toxin as contrasted with that required to 
kill non-irradiated control mice. To protect irradiated 
animals more antitoxin was necessary than for the unirradiated 
controls. Smith et_ al. (1954), observed that mice and rats 
immunized with intestinal bacteria, Proteus morgan!!, 
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Escherichia coll, and paracolon bacillus, before whole-body 
X-irradiation were able to resist challenge inoculations. 
The sensitivity of the defense mechanism to X-irradiation 
was further demonstrated by Fitch et al. (1956). These 
workers treated rats with Formalin-killed Salmonella typhi 
organisms four, three, two, and one day before, and one and 
six days after whole-body irradiation. Irradiation four days 
or less following the introduction of antigen caused the 
antibody titers to be depressed. Irradiation on the first or 
sixth day previous to vaccine injection abolished the immune 
process. Silverman and Chin f1955) gave mice a single in­
jection of tetanus toxoid vaccine, varying from seven days 
before to 21 days after whole body X-irradiation. Each ani­
mal was challenged 14 days after the immunization injection. 
The results showed that mice immunized six or seven days 
prior to irradiation were able to resist the challenge in­
oculations. Those animals immunized up to 21 days after 
irradiation showed that the shorter the time interval between 
irradiation and antigen treatments the greater the inhibi­
tion of the defense mechanism. 
Stadler and Gowen (1957a) studied the effects of X-
irradiation of natural resistance to Salmonella typhimurium, 
strain 11C, in five strains of mice. The five mouse strains 
are genetically differentiated in their resistance to the 
typhoid organisms. The most resistant mouse strain normally 
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demonstrates almost 100 per cent survival following first 
contact with the typhoid antigen. However, when these re­
sistant mice were inoculated with Salmonella typhimurium 15 
days after 320, 480, or 640 r whole-body X-irradiation the 
percentages of survivors respectively were : 26, 27, and 
zero per cent. Twenty-one days after the first antigen in­
jection surviving mice were challenged. The mice originally 
exposed to 320 r and 480 r showed survivals of 95 and 70 
per cent respectively. 
Paulissen and Shechmeister (1958) immunized mice with 
Salmonella enteritidis vaccine 11, 9, and 7 days prior to 
whole-body X-irradiation. The animals were challenged one to 
nine days after irradiation. These authors found a slight 
inhibition of the defense mechanism when irradiation followed 
immunization, but a significantly greater mortality in the 
non-immunized-irradiated mice. Using a longer time interval 
between immunization and X-irradiation, Perkins and Marcus 
(1958) immunized mice with Klebsiella pneumoniae three and 
one-half weeks before whole body irradiation. Preformed 
antibody showed as much protection in the immunized-irradiated 
animals as that found in the immunized-non-irradiated mice. 
It appears that preimmunization and postimmunization 
irradiation produce different effects on the immune process. 
In general, there is a slight to no inhibition of the anti­
body response when irradiation follows antigen injection 
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within one week. Significant suppression or complete inhibi­
tion of the defense mechanism is manifested, however, when 
irradiation precedes antigen inoculation by as much as six 
weeks. Results similar to those obtained with microorganisms 
have been observed in the effects of irradiation on tumor 
transplantation. 
Clemmensen (1939) exposed rabbits to whole-body X-
irradiation 24 hours prior to the injection of Shope fibroma 
virus. Susceptibility to infection was found to be greater 
in irradiated rabbits than in non-irradiated rabbits. It 
was further demonstrated that once immunity to the virus 
developed, resistance could not be destroyed by irradiation. 
Werder et al. (1953), studied the effects of whole-body 
X-irradiation on mice injected with mouse leukemia line I^. 
Line 1-^ leukemia originated in mouse strain C58. Three 
strains of mice naturally resistant to the disease, BALE, 
Strong A, and CFW, were exposed to irradiation 24 hours be­
fore treatment with leumeic cells. There were no survivors 
in the irradiated-leukemic cell-treated mice from these three 
strains. Mice treated with either leukemic tissue or irradia­
tion, however, showed complete resistance. In a second test, 
mice of each of the three strains were immunized with 
neoplastic splenic tissue by three injections over a three-
week period. Seven days after the last immunization inocula­
tion the mice were irradiated. Following the challenge, 
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survivors for the three strains amounted to 90 per cent of 
the BALB, 80 per cent of the Strong A, and 90 per cent of the 
CFW mice. All mice treated with normal splenic tissue failed 
to survive the challenge test after irradiation. Active 
immunization prior to irradiation appeared to protect the 
animals. 
The effects of X-irradiation on tumor transplantation, . 
as well as the effects of X-irradiation on microorganism 
treatments, demonstrates that if the defense mechanism can 
become functional before irradiation the immune process con­
tinues to function following irradiation. If, however, 
irradiation precedes the introduction of pathogenic material 
the defense mechanism functions only to a limited extent or 
not at all. Observations on the activity of the immune 
process, similar to those obtained by the use of X-irradia­
tion, have been made by the use of cortisone acetate. 
Cortisone Acetate 
In the work of Hart and Rees (1950) chronic tuberculosis, 
human strain, was established in mice nine weeks before the 
commencement of cortisone treatments. The hormone was given 
for 15 consecutive days. Eight of the 11 cortisone-treated 
mice died with tuberculosis ; none of the animals having 
chronic tuberculosis, but untreated with respect to cortisone, 
died. Abernathy (1951) also showed that cortisone increased 
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the death rate in mice, guinea pigs, and rabbits having 
chronic brucellosis. 
Bowen et^ aJ. (1957a, 1957c ) observed that the natural re­
sistance of mice to Salmonella typhimurlum could be signifi­
cantly reduced by cortisone treatments. Survival was reduced 
in seven mouse strains administered varying quantities of 
cortisone before injection of typhoid bacteria. However, 
mice immunized prior to hormone injections were able to resist 
challenge tests. 
Mogabgab and Thomas (1952) studied the effects of corti­
sone on streptococcus, group A hemolytic streptococcus, in­
fection in rabbits. The hormone was injected for 12 con­
secutive days in one experiment. On the third day of the 
hormone treatments the animals were infected with the bacteria. 
Normally rabbits are resistant to streptococcus. However, 71 
of the 76 cortisone-treated rabbits succumbed to the in­
fection. Eighty-three of the 86 animals, injected only with 
the bacteria, survived. In a second test, rabbits were 
immunized with streptococcus. One month later they received 
cortisone injections for 12 consecutive days. Three days 
after the last hormone treatment all of the immunized rabbits 
resisted a challenge test. 
The effects of cortisone on the infection of Coxsackie 
virus was investigated by Graham et al. (1952). Coxsackie 
virus is lethal to suckling mice, but avirulent to adult 
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mice. Adult mice were treated with cortisone 24 hours prior 
to the injection of the virus. One-third of the mice treated 
with cortisone and Coxsackie virus died with the disease. 
Friedman et al. (195*0* studied the effects of cortisone 
on fungus infection in mice. Two hours prior to the inocula­
tion of Blastomyces dermatltldes, or Candida albicans, mice 
received a single injection of cortisone. Four of 24 animals 
died following their treatment with only B. dermatltldes. All 
mice treated with this fungus plus cortisone died. The mean 
survival time for 24 mice that received only C. albicans was 
18 days, and for 24 animals receiving both cortisone and the 
fungus, 12 days. 
The disturbances in disease resistance attributed to 
cortisone acetate was further investigated by Starr and 
Pollard (1958) • Weanling mice are normally resistant to an 
infection with mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), while suckling 
mice are very susceptible. However, when cortisone was in­
jected in conjunction with the virus into weanling mice fatal 
infections resulted. When the virus was inoculated up to 
five days before the commencement of cortisone treatments 
there was a significant decrease in the mortality of weanling 
mice. 
It appears that cortisone, as X-irradiation, tends to 
decrease disease resistance when given before or at the time 
of microorganism introduction, and results in chronic 
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infections becoming lethal. However, active immunity seems 
to be unaffected by this hormone. Like the results obtained 
with microorganisms, active immunity to a specific neoplasm 
appears to be unaffected by cortisone. Also, natural re­
sistance to a specific neoplasm has been shown to be impeded 
by this hormone. 
The effects of cortisone on Line 1^ leukemia in three 
innately resistant strains of mice was studied by Werder 
et al. (1953)• BALE, Strong A, and CFW mice received corti­
sone treatments commencing two hours before, and for seven 
consecutive days after, the injection of the disease tissue. 
In the cortisone-leukemia treated mice there were no BALB 
survivors, 72 per cent CFW survivors, and 100 per cent survi­
vors in the Strong A group. It appeared that cortisone in­
creased the susceptibility of BALB mice to the antigen. Mice 
of the BALB strain were also immunized over a period of three 
weeks with leukemic splenic tissue. Seven days after the last 
injection of the disease tissue the animals received a single 
cortisone treatment*, followed 24 hours later with a challenge. 
The results showed that while only seven per cent of the mice 
treated with normal splenic tissue prior to cortisone sur­
vived the challenged, 87 per cent of those treated with 
leukemic tissue prior to cortisone survived the challenge. 
Disruption of natural resistance to a lymphosarcoma by 
cortisone has also been observed. Foley (1952) treated CFX 
mice with cortisone for seven consecutive days. Two hours 
after starting the hormone treatments the mice were inocu­
lated with lymphosarcoma 6-C3H-Ed, which is specific for C3H 
mice. Normally CFX mice receiving this neoplasm develop 
tumors which regress in two weeks. They are then resistant 
to further implantations. However, though there was tumor 
regression in the 10 mice treated with both cortisone and 
lymphosarcoma, these animals failed to resist further trans­
plantations. Ten mice treated only with the neoplastic 
tissue were resistant to further implantations following tumor 
regressions. Other workers have found that suppression of 
tumor growth occurs when cortisone treatments are given be­
fore, or at the time of implantations, or after tumors have 
become established. 
Heilman and Kendall (1944) placed cortisone in the 
drinking water of seven mice. At the same time a malignant 
lymphosarcoma was injected into the mice given cortisone and 
into seven mice not on the hormone. The neoplasm prolifer­
ated within 15 days in all animals not receiving cortisone, 
but none of those having the hormone in their drinking water 
showed tumor growths. However, tumors began to develop when 
the hormone was withdrawn. When the tumors of the non-
hormone -treated mice reached a large size, these animals were 
also placed on cortisone. Within three days the neoplasms 
had regressed to a small fraction of their original size. 
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An additional treatment of cortisone was given; in 24 hours 
the tumors had been completely absorbed. Small tumors re­
appeared in three of the seven mice 13 days after termination 
of the hormone therapy. 
Similarly, Ingle and Negamis (1951). transplanted a 
lymphosarcoma in Sprague-Dawley rats. Three days after im­
plantation cortisone was injected for eight successive days. 
Eleven days following the graft the rats were killed and the 
tumors weighed. Tumors from the cortisone-treated rats were 
less than one-half the weights of tumors from non-cortisone-
treated animals. The neoplasm grew in all rats, but at a 
retarded rate in those given cortisone. Likewise, Martinez 
and Bittner (1955) inoculated a Z(C3H) mammary adenocarcinoma 
into ZBC mice. Eight days after implantation the mice re­
ceived cortisone for 10 consecutive days ; A significant re­
tardation of tumor growth was observed in mice treated with 
cortisone. At the termination of the experiment tumor 
weights in these mice were one-fifth of the weight of those 
present in mice not given the hormone. 
Inhibition of neoplastic growths may therefore take 
place when cortisone is given either before or at the time of 
implantation, or after the establishment of tumors. An 
apparent failure of cortisone to have any effect on tumor 
transplantation has also been reported. 
From the Regional Poultry Research Laboratory, East 
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Lansing, Michigan (1951), it was reported that one group of 
chickens had been injected with cortisone for 14 consecutive 
days commencing the day of implantation of lymphomatosis 
tumor tissue, RPL 12. A second group pf birds received the 
hormone for 14 days starting after breast tumors had developed. 
The results of these two tests showed that cortisone did not 
prevent, suppress, or accelerate tumor proliferation. 
Raucher (1957) injected cortisone into the wing web of two 
to seven-day old White Leghorn chicks. Hormone treatments 
were given the day before, the same day, or the day after 
inoculation of Rous sarcoma virus -(RSV) into the wing web. 
The cortisone treatments appeared to be without effect on 
the neoplastic disease. 
With respect to tumor implantation, the effects of 
cortisone on the defense mechanism appeared to be more vari­
able than X-irradiation. Irradiation before or at the time 
of implantation decreases resistance to neoplastic tissue. 
Cortisone treatments started before or at the time of tumor 
transplantation showed both a decrease and an increase in 
tumor resistance. It is apparent, however, that active 
immunity to a neoplastic pathogen is not affected by either 
of these agents. The similarity of the effects of X-
irradiation and cortisone acetate on disease resistance has 
led workers to investigate the possible cooperative action 
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of these two agents. In such studies both neoplastic material 
and microorganisms have been used. 
X-irradiation and Cortisone Acetate 
Friedman et al. (1952), studied the combined effects of 
whole body X-irradiation and cortisone on fungus infection in 
mice. Twenty-four hours after irradiation the mice received 
cortisone. Immediately following the cortisone treatment 
Blastomyces dermatitid.es was introduced into the mice. All 
animals receiving irradiation, cortisone, and fungus treat­
ments were dead in an average of seven days. With an average 
survival time of 15 days, none of the mice exposed to irradia­
tion and fungus lived. Those treated with cortisone and 
fungus died in an average of 11 days. Five of 16 mice inocu­
lated with only the fungus died in an average of 4-0 days. 
Hence, there appeared to be a combined action between irradia­
tion and cortisone in decreasing resistance to the fungus. 
Similar findings were reported in mice by Roth e_t al. 
(1952). In this case the infective agent was Candida 
albicans. One-day following whole-body X-irradiation the 
mice received cortisone. The fungus injection immediately 
followed that of cortisone. Animals treated with irradia­
tion, cortisone, and fungus died in an average of four days. 
Fifteen of the 16 mice exposed to irradiation and fungus died 
in an average of nine days. Ten of 16 mice treated with 
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cortisone and fungus died in an average of 30 days. The l6 
mice which received only the fungus showed a mortality of 
four in 30 days. Therefore, the combined effects of irradia­
tion and cortisone were greater than when each was used 
separately. 
Coxsackle virus was Injected into mice 24 hours after 
they were exposed to whole-body X-irradiation and cortisone 
(Graham e_t al. , 1952). These authors observed that all mice 
treated with irradiation and cortisone were susceptible to 
the viral infection. In contrast, all mice treated with 
irradiation and virus survived. Two-thirds of the mice given 
cortisone, 24 hours prior to receiving the pathogen, survived. 
Friedman et_ al. (195*0 > however, immunized mice with 
Coxsackle virus prior to whole-body X-irradiation and the in­
jection of cortisone. Following the challenge test only one 
of 58 mice died. Immunization appeared to provide sufficient 
protection against the otherwise detrimental effects which 
both irradiation and cortisone had on the defense mechanism. 
Friedman et_ elL. (1954), also investigated the combined 
effects of irradiation and cortisone on transplantation of 
mouse leukemia, Line Ib. This leukemia, normally trans­
plantable in C58 mice, is highly resisted by BALB, Strong A, 
and CFW mice. These authors were able to demonstrate, how­
ever, that the natural resistance of these three strains of 
mice could be completely abolished when irradiation and 
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cortisone treatments preceded the introduction of leukemic 
tissue. Mice from the naturally resistant strains were also 
immunized with leukemic tissue up to three weeks before ex­
posure to irradiation and cortisone. The immunized mice re­
sisted a challenge inoculation of leukemic tissue following 
both irradiation and cortisone treatments. 
The combined effects of whole-body X-irradiation and 
cortisone on the natural resistance of mice to Line 1^ 
leukemia were also investigated by Werder e_t al. (1953)-
Three strains of mice, BALB, StoLi, and CFW, were irradiated 
24 hours before implantation of leukemic tissue. Cortisone 
was given two hours before tumor transplantation. None of 
the mice so treated survived the tumor graft. However, when 
mice of these three strains were immunized over a period of 
three weeks by three injections of Line Ib leukemic tissue, 
and then treated with irradiation and cortisone seven days 
after the last immunization inoculation, the mice of all 
three strains were able to significantly resist a challenge 
test. 
Previous research indicates that X-irradiation and corti­
sone acetate are capable of suppressing the defense mechanism 
against microorganisms and transplantable neoplastic tissues. 
Such action occurs when irradiation or cortisone is given 
before or at the time antigens are introduced. The combined 
effects of both agents appears to be greater in suppressing 
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resistance than when they are used separately.' With respect 
to neoplastic tissues, cortisone is more variable in its 
effects on resistance than irradiation. Cortisone given be­
fore implantations, and after tumors have become established, 
also has been found to inhibit neoplastic growths, or have 
no effect. Neither cortisone or X-irradiation, or both 
agents together, have been shown to greatly affect resistance 
established by active immunization with microorganisms or 
tumor tissues. 
In the present dissertation X-irradiation and cortisone 
acetate were used singly and together on chickens immune to 
RPL 12 tumor. The effects of these two agents on lymphomato­
sis tumor resistance were used to interpret the defense 
mechanism shown to exist against this disease. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The materials used in this study included an avian 
neoplasm, adult fowls, day-old chicks, X-irradiation, and 
cortisone acetate. 
Avian Neoplasm 
Source 
The neoplasm employed throughout this investigation was 
an avian visceral lymphomatosis tumor, RPL 12, originally ob­
tained from the Regional Poultry Research Laboratory, East 
Lansing, Michigan. This tumor is maintained as two strains, 
A and C, at the Genetics Laboratory, Iowa State University. 
The two strains, of equal virulence, are serially passed 
through two to four-week old chicks every seven to ten days. 
Serial passage birds, with the neoplastic tissue proliferat­
ing in the pectoral muscles, provided the disease material 
for this project. On all occasions the two strains were 
combined. 
Preparation 
The general technique for extracting the lymphoid tumor 
from serial passage chicks proceeded as follows. The birds 
were killed and the tumors immediately removed and weighed. 
For every gram of tumor a given volume of sterile 0.85 per 
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cent saline was added. Mincing the tumor, in saline, in a 
Waring blender furnished a cellular suspension. A filter 
consisting of two layers of cheese cloth removed strands of 
connective tissue that failed to be macerated. Aseptic con­
ditions were maintained at all times during the manipulation 
of the tumor tissue. The filtered cellular suspension of the 
neoplasm provided the material used in this study. 
Adult Fowls 
The adult fowls originated from six lines of chickens 
maintained at the Genetics Laboratory, Iowa State University. 
These birds were divided into two groups : immune and non­
immune . 
Immune fowls 
Each fowl specified as immune survived a total of three 
inoculations of the lymphoid tumor, the first inoculation 
prior to five weeks after hatching, and the third prior to 
31 weeks of age. The first injection consisted of 0.25 cc. 
of either a dilution of one part tumor to 80 parts of 0.85 
per cent saline, or one part tumor to 640 parts saline. An 
inoculation of 0.25 cc. of a dilution of one part tumor to 
five parts saline was used in the second and third treatments. 
Prior investigation had shown these dilutions effective in 
producing the disease. These tests were alternated between 
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the right and left pectoral muscles. 
When resistance was demonstrated to the three exposures 
of tumor, the fowls were challenged with a larger dose of the 
lymphomatosis tissue. Inoculation of one or five grams of 
a dilution of one part tumor to two parts 0.85 per cent 
saline per fowl constituted the test of resistance, or test 
for tumor growth, following the three earlier tumor treat­
ments. These tests were of two kinds : (1) the neoplastic 
response following the inoculation of one or five grams of 
tumor, or (2) the neoplastic response following the injection 
of five grams of tumor, accompanied by X-irradiation and/or 
cortisone acetate treatments. The right and/or left pectoral 
muscles served as the site of inoculation. In most of the 
fowls, when only one of the pectoral muscles was used for 
neoplastic treatment, saline injection into the opposite side 
served as a further control. Tables la and lb list the 
number of immune fowls and the additional treatments which 
each received. 
The reaction of the immune fowls to the increased amounts 
of lymphomatosis tumor tissue, alone or in combination with 
X-irradiation and/or cortisone, was measured by allowing 
in vivo contact of tumor and.immune muscle tissues for dif­
ferent lengths of time. The in vivo incubation periods 
were as follows : two hours, one, two, four, eight, sixteen, 
thirty-two and sixty-four days. 
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Table la. Number of immune and non-immune fowl tested for 
the growth of avian visceral lymphomatosis in 
absence of X-irradiation and cortisone treatments 
Chickens Treatment of pectoral muscles 
Immune Non-immune Right Left 
22 15 1.0 g. saline 
— — 5 1.0 g. — — 
8 7 1.0 g. 1.0 g. 
6 6 5.0 g. l.o g. 
2 2 5.0 g. 5..0 g. 
13 15 5.0 g. saline 
2 5 5.0 g. — — 
53 55 
Table lb. Number of immune fowls receiving five grams of 
avian visceral lymphomatosis tumor tissue in tests 
of tumor growth following X-irradiation and/or 
cortisone acetate treatments 
X-irradiation, roentgens Cortisone Vehicle 
No. WBa A*3 M P AM AP MP mg./day cc. per day 
3 200 
6 300 
3 350 
5 400 
2 400 
3 400 
3 400 
2 400 
2 400 
2 400 
6 40 
1 50 
5 1.6 
120 1.6 
4 300 40 
3 400 40 
awhole-body. 
t'A: anterior region; M: middle region; P: posterior region. 
^Non-immune chickens. 
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Immune fowls were killed at each time interval, and the 
treated pectoral muscles were removed and weighed. Two or . 
five milliliters of 0.85 per cent saline were added per gram 
of excised muscle, depending upon the dilutions to be made. 
The pectoral tissue, in saline, was minced in a Waring 
blender and filtered into sterile serum bottles. From the 
original dilutions, dilutions of 1:20 and 1:80 were made. 
Immediately groups of five to 20 cockerels, two to three 
weeks old, were inoculated with 0.25 or 1.00 cc. of one of 
the dilutions of the pectoral muscles. 
Non-immune fowls 
The fowls designated as non-immune were not tested for 
survival to three inoculations of the lymphoid tumor. These 
fowls were full or half-siblings of the immune fowls. They 
received one or five grams of lymphomatosis tumor tissue at 
the same time that immune fowls were tested for growth of 
the neoplasm. None of the non-immune fowls were exposed to 
X-irradiation or cordisone acetate treatments. In the 
majority of the non-immune fowls, 0.85 per cent saline was 
injected into the pectoral muscles opposite those treated 
with the tumor material. Table la lists the number of non­
immune birds employed and their various treatments. At the 
intervals of time that an immune fowl was killed a non­
immune fowl was also killed. Incubation, dilution, and 
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inoculation of the pectoral muscles-tumor mixtures into two 
to three-week old cockerels followed in the same manner as 
that for the immune fowls. 
Test Chicks 
Chicks were used in the assay of the pectoral muscles 
from immune and non-immune fowls. Their age at treatment 
ranged from two to three weeks. Selected at random, each 
chick received 0.25 cc. or 1.00 cc. of a given dilution of 
a pectoral muscle from an adult bird. Wing bands served for 
the purpose of identification. The rearing environment and 
ration were the same for all chicks. 
Thirty to forty days following the first incoulation of 
adult pectoral muscles, treated with tumor tissue or saline, 
surviving chicks received a second inoculation of 0.25 cc. 
of a dilution of one part tumor to five parts 0.85 per cent 
saline. Thirty to forty days following the challenge tests 
surviving chicks were killed and examined for tumor growths 
in the pectoral muscles. 
X-irradiation 
Whole-body X-irradiation • 
The effects of X-irradiation on tumor proliferation in 
immune fowls were investigated. Whole-body irradiation was 
administered at four dosage levels : 200, 300, 350, and 4-00 
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roentgens. In combination with the administration of 
cortisone- acetate, whole-body irradiation was given at dosage 
levels of 300 or 400 roentgens. 
Partial-body X-irradiation 
Partial-body irradiation was administered at one dosage 
level of 400 roentgens. The regions of the body exposed to 
partial-body irradiation included the anterior, middle, and 
posterior parts, and the three combinations of these regions : 
anterior-middle, anterior-posterior, and middle-posterior. 
The division of the body into three regions is described 
by two planes perpendicular to the long axis of the body: 
one passing through the thoracic inlet, and the other through 
the caudal end of the keel bone and heads of the femur bones. 
Thus, the anterior region included the head and neck, and 
the middle region involved the pectoral muscles and thoracic 
and abdominal viscera. The legs of the fowls were extended 
posteriorly and horizontally to the long axis of the body 
such that the posterior region included both legs and 
coccygeal tissue. Shielding of unexposed regions of_J;he 
body was by means of 0.25 inch lead sheeting. In other ex­
periments (Stadler, et al., 1957c) lead sheets measuring 
one-eighth inch had given adequate protection. 
Fowl were irradiated individually. Each bird was 
placed on its back on a wooden board. The board measured 
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3/4 x 12 x 18 inches, and contained eight holes for restrain­
ing the bird with cloth straps about the wings and legs. 
Irradiation factors 
Irradiation was delivered by a General Electric 250 
Maxi.tron. The irradiation factors were : 30 ma. , 250 pkv. , 
0.25 mm. copper and 1.00 mm. aluminum filtration. The out­
put, as determined with a Victoreen rate meter, was 32 
roentgens per minute in air. The exposure time for the four 
doses used was : 200 r, 6 minutes, 15 seconds ; 300 r, 9 
minutes, 23 seconds ; 350 r, 10 minutes, 56 seconds ; and 400 
r, 12 minutes, 30 seconds. The distance from target to bird 
was 105 centimeters. Table lb lists the number of immune 
fowls treated with the various dosages of partial or whole-
body irradiation. 
. Cortisone Acetate1 
Table lb shows the number of immune fowls treated with 
cortisone. Cortisone acetate (ll-dehydro-17-hydroxycorti-
costerone-21-acetate) injections of immune fowls commenced 
24 hours prior to the inoculation of five grams of 
lymphomatosis tumor tissue. These hormone treatments 
^Acknowledgment is made to Merck, Sharp and Dohme, 
Division of Merck and Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., for pro­
viding the cortisone acetate used in this problem. 
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continued daily for a minimum of two and a maximum of eight 
days following the inoculation of the tumor material. The 
amount per fowl per day was 40 milligrams. One fowl received 
50 milligrams per day. 
All cortisone injections were intramuscular, alternately 
between the right and left legs, in original concentrations 
of 25 and 50 milligrams per cubic centimeter. 
Cortisone was also administered to immune fowls in com­
bination with 300 and 4-00 r whole body X-irradiation. Both 
the hormone and irradiation treatments were given 24 hours 
before the inoculation of five grams of lymphomatosis tumor 
tissue. Hormone treatments were continued daily until the 
fowls were killed. 
Aqueous Vehicle of Cortisone Acetate 
Cortisone acetate was suspended in an agent containing 
0.9 per cent benzyl alcohol as a preservative. Other con­
stituents of the suspending agent were not given by the 
manufacturer. Five immune and 12 non-immune fowls were in­
jected with the aqueous vehicle of cortisone acetate. Each 
fowl received 0.8 cc. or 1.6 cc. of the vehicle per day. 
These treatments coincided with those tests involving corti­
sone. The initial injection and the duration of the vehicle 
treatments, along with the site of inoculation, paralleled 
the cortisone studies. 
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Post Mortem Examination 
All chicks that died were examined as soon as possible 
after death, and the presence of a tumor and other changes 
were noted. This post mortem examination included only the 
gross examination of the pectoral muscles, and the gross 
observation of the visceral organs. 
Statistical Analysis 
Analysis of the observations obtained in this investiga­
tion was by chi square (X2)• It was used in tests of in­
dependence of attributes which are given in the results : 
2 
^2 [(ad -be) - n/2] n 
(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b + d) 
where a, b, c,"and d, are the components of a fourfold table, 
and n is the sum of these four components (Snedecor, 1956, 
page 221). 
The experiments reported in this project were conducted 
over a three year period: 1957, 1958, 1959. 
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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 
Effects of In Vivo Contact of Tumor Cells with Immune 
and Non-immune Pectoral Muscle Cells 
on Subsequent Tumor Growth 
One gram of tumor inoculum 
Immune muscles plus tumor tissue Forty-four pectoral 
muscles, from 36 immune fowls, each treated with one gram of 
avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue, were assayed for their 
capacity to support the growth of the neoplastic cells and 
generate tumors. A summary of the overall results observed 
in the assays of the tumor-treated muscles in seven experi­
ments is given in Table 2, Part A. These results will be made 
more specific in subsequent analyses. 
Listed in the second column of Table 2, Part A, are the 
number of immune pectoral muscles inoculated with tumor cells. 
The third column shows the range in the time from inoculation 
with tumor tissue to extirpation of the 44 muscles following 
their treatment. The muscles plus - tumor cells were tested 
at eight periods during the time intervals for the presence 
of neoplastic cells. The tests were made by introducing a 
quantity of the muscle-tumor cell mixtures into a previously 
untreated group of test chicks. 
The total numbers of chicks used to test the activity 
of the neoplasm in the adult fowls are given in the fourth 
Table 2. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of one 
gram of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue (1957) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
Expt. 
no. 
No. of 
muscles Assay periods 
• Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead Per 
RTa cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
L# 
Per 
cent 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
1 16 2 hrs. to 64 days 300 10 3.3 216 122 56.5 
2 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 210 1 0.5 159 91 57.2 
3 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 125 6 4.8 103 75 72.8 
4 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 6o 0 0.0 53 38 71.7 
5 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 60 6 10.0 48 33 68 .5  
6 2  2 hrs. to 1 day 20 5 25 .0  15 11 73.3 
7 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 4 20.0 14 6 42.9 
W 795 32 4 .0  608  376 61.8 
B. Pectoral muscles of non -immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
1 15 2 hrs. to 64 days 300 90 30.0 167 98 58.7 
2 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 150 51 34.0 67 19 28.4 
3 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 100 35 35.0 52 29 55.8 
4 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 50 23 46.0 24 15 62.5 
5 5 2 hrs. to 8  days 50 34 68.0 9 1 11.1 
6 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 16 80 .0  1 0 0.0 
7 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 14 70.0 4 0 0.0 
39 690 263 30.1 324 162 50 .0  
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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column. These figures represent the total number of chicks 
Inoculated in their right pectoral muscles for all dilutions 
and time periods within an experiment. Except for those 
birds employed in the fifth experiment, each chick was inocu­
lated with 0.25 cc. In the fifth experiment each chick re­
ceived 1.0 cc. of a given dilution of a tumor-treated 
muscle. 
Column five gives the total number of chicks in each 
experiment that died with right pectoral muscle tumors. For 
each case the percentage of mortality is given in column six. 
Out of seven experiments five showed ten per cent or less 
tumor growths, while two had mortalities of 20 and 25 per 
cent in a small number of chicks. Of a total of 795 chicks 
used in the assays of the 44 pectoral muscles, 32 chicks, or 
4.0 per cent, died with a tumor in their right pectoral 
muscles when the inoculum came from immune fowls. 
All chicks which survived an inoculation of pectoral 
muscles treated with lymphomatosis tumor tissue were chal­
lenged by actively growing tumor cells to test for acquired 
active immunity. A number of chicks died prior to the chal­
lenge tests from causes other than the neoplasm. The 
majority of these deaths were caused by coccidiosis. 
The challenge inoculation of surviving birds took place 
30 to 40 days after they had received the first inoculation. 
Each chick received 0.25 cc. of a dilution of one part 
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virulent tumor to rive parts 0. ti5 per cent saline. The pre­
viously untreated, left pectoral muscles were the site of 
inoculation for this treatment. Thirty to 40 days following 
the challenge tests the survivors were killed and examined 
for pectoral tumors. The results of the second inoculation 
are recorded in the last three columns of Table 2, Part A. 
In the seven experiments a total of 6o8 chicks received 
the challenge test. Three hundred and seventy-six tumors, 
6l.8 per cent, grew in the left pectoral muscles as the re­
sult of the second inoculation. Mortality ranged from 42.9 
per cent in the seventh to 73.3 per cent in the sixth experi­
ment, the average being 61.8 per cent. The contrast between 
the tumor deaths of column six and the challenge deaths of 
column nine indicated the overall effects of the immune fowl 
tissues on the introduced tumor cells. 
Non-immune muscles plus tumor tissue Thirty-nine 
pectoral muscles, each having been inoculated with one gram 
of the lymphomatosis tumor tissue, were assayed for tumor 
transmissibillty. These muscles came from 32 non-immune 
fowls. A summary of the results obtained within all dilu­
tions and time periods for each of the seven experiments is 
listed in Table 2, Part B. Six hundred and ninety chicks 
served in the analysis of the tumor-treated muscles. As in 
the tests of immune muscles, each test chick, experiments 
1 to 4, 6 and 7, was inoculated with 0.25 cc. of diluted 
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tumor-treated, muscle ; the chicks in experiment five received 
1.0 cc. 
Of the seven experiments, four showed a total mortality 
between 30 and 40 per cent and three a mortality of 68 per 
cent or more. Two hundred and sixty-three, or 38.1 per cent, 
of the 690 chicks inoculated with the non-immune muscles 
in vivo exposed to leukosis tumor cells.died with a tumor in 
the right pectoral muscles. 
A total of 324 chicks that had survived the treatment, 
47.0 per cent, of the original 690 birds, were given chal­
lenge inoculations of virulent tumor tissue. One hundred and 
sixty-two of the 324 chicks died with a tumor growing in the 
left pectoral muscles. Mortality ranged from zero in the 
sixth and seventh experiment to 72.5 per cent in the fourth 
experiment, the average being 50.0 per cent. 
Immune muscles plus saline As part of the same ex­
periments presented in Table 2, Part A, one gram of the avian 
tumor was inoculated into the right pectoral muscles of the 
immune fowls employed in the first two experiments and 2.0 
cc. of O.85 per cent saline was injected into the left 
pectoral muscles of the same birds. The chick-assay results 
of these saline-treated muscles are shown in Table 3> Part A. 
Each chick received 0.25 cc. of a given dilution of a 
saline-treated pectoral muscle. In the two replicates 22 
muscles were assayed in 190 test chicks. None of these 
Table 3. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of 2.00 cc. 
of 0.85 per cent saline (1957) 
Inoculated test chicks Challenged test chicks 
Expt. No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
no. muscles Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LT3 cent 
A. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 2, Part A 
1 16 2 hrs. to 64 days 115 0 0.0 86 48 55. 8 
2 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 75 0 0.0 53 30 56. 6 
22 190 0 0.0 139 75 56. 1 
B. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 2, Part B 
1 15 2 hrs. to 64 days 115 1 0.9 82. 54 65 .  8 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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birds died with pectoral tumors. 
Recorded in the last three columns of Table 3, Part A, 
are the results of the challenge inoculation of chicks 
surviving treatments of pectoral muscles injected with saline. 
One hundred and thirty-nine chicks were challenged. Seventy-
eight of these, 56.1 per cent, died with left pectoral 
neoplasms. 
Non-immune muscles plus saline The non-immune fowls,-
Table 2, Part B, used in the first experiment received, in 
addition to one gram of tumor in the right pectoral muscles, 
2.0 cc. of O.85 per cent saline in the left pectoral muscles. 
The saline-treated muscles were assayed over the same time 
intervals as the neoplastic-treatêd muscles. In the assays 
of the muscles inoculated with saline each chick was inocu­
lated with 0.25 cc. of a dilution of the given pectoral 
muscle. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 
3, Part B. One of 115 chicks, or 0.9 per cent, died with a 
right pectoral tumor. 
The results of the challenge inoculations of chicks 
surviving treatments of left pectoral muscles injected with 
saline are recorded in the last three columns of Table 3, 
Part B. Of the 82 chicks challenged 54, or 65.8 per cent, 
died with left pectoral neoplasms. 
Total assay results contrasting immune and non-immune 
pectoral muscles in their effects on inoculated leukosis 
tumor cells The data in Table 2 are known to be 
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heterogeneous in that the tumor cells are exposed to pectoral 
muscle cells for various lengths of time. This problem will 
be analyzed later in the test. 
Mortality in each of the seven experiments following the 
inoculation of immune pectoral muscles, Table 2, Part A, 
demonstrated little variation between experiments. While 
variability existed among experiments in the tumor growth . 
capacities of the non-immune muscles, Table 2, Part B, the 
tumor mortalities in these experiments were so much greater 
than those observed in the experiments where tumor cells were 
exposed to immune pectoral muscle cells as to leave little 
doubt that immunized cells were inimical to leukosis cells. 
This was also evident from the total number of right pectoral 
muscle tumors. The total number of right tumors in the 
assays of immune muscles, Table 2, Part A, was significantly 
less than the total number of right tumors in the assays of 
non-immune muscles (X 2 = 267.5, P < 0.01), Table 2, Part B. 
Chi square tests of independence were calculated from 
the data in Tables 2 and 3 for the effect of tumor and 
saline-treated muscle inoculations on the resistance to the 
following challenge injection. These tests included com­
parisons of the total number of left tumors which occurred 
after the second inoculation. Significantly more tumor 
deaths resulted following the challenge of chicks previously 
inoculated with muscle-tumor preparations from immune fowls 
than in those given muscle-tumor preparations from non-immune 
birds ("X.2 = 8.8, P < 0.01 ), Table 2, Part A, column 9, 
versus Table 2, Part B, column 9- However, the number of 
left tumors in those chicks first injected with tumor-
treated muscles from immune birds was not significantly dif­
ferent from the left tumors in the case of those chicks first 
given saline-treated muscles from immune fowls (X2 = 0.02, 
P> 0.05), Table 2, Part A, versus Table 3, Part A, or 
saline-treated muscles from non-immune fowls 2 = 0.7, 
P > 0.05), Table 2, Part A, versus Table 3, Part B. The 
total number of left tumors which occurred in .^hose chicks 
first injected with tumor-treated muscles from non-immune 
fowls was not significantly different from that found in 
chicks first inoculated with saline-treated muscles from 
immune fowls (X2 = 1.2, P> 0.05), Table 2, Part B, versus 
Table 3, Part A, but was significantly less than the left 
neoplasms obtained in those chicks first given saline-
treated muscles from non-immune fowls (X2 = 6.0, P < 0.02), 
Table 2, Part B, versus Table 3, Part B. In the case of 
saline-treated muscles no significant differences existed 
between immune and non-immune birds with respect to second 
inoculation mortalities. It appears, then, that the tumor-
muscle preparations from non-immune fowls contributed some 
resistance to the challenge inoculations. This will be 
elaborated upon in a discussion of the findings in each 
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of the respective assay periods. 
Effects of time of exposure to pectoral muscle cells on 
growth capacities of leukosis tumor cells The 32 chicks 
which had right tumors, as shown in Table 2, Part A, column 
5, developed these tumors from leukosis inoculums which had 
been exposed for two hours, one day, and eight days, Table 
4, Part A. The number of neoplasms resulting when the ex­
posure of the inoculum was for two hours was 19.2 per cent 
of the test chicks for that period. This value is nearly 
the same as that where the inoculum was exposed to non-immune 
pectoral muscles, 20.0 per cent, Table 5, Part B. These re­
sults are obviously comparable indicating that a two-hour 
period is too short for the immune cells to act on the 
leukosis tumor cells. The results also show that more than 
one day is needed if all of the leukosis tumor cells are to 
be destroyed. However, the rate of tumor takes is much less 
for the one day, 3-3 per cent, verus that for two hours, 19.2 
per cent, showing that immune reactions have already com­
menced. 
In the assays of tumor-treated non-immune muscles 263 
chicks died with right pectoral neoplasms. This mortality 
was unequally distributed over the eight time periods of 
incubation. The significance of these differences have been 
examined by the chi square test adapting its hypothesis. 
The significant chi squares obtained in these tests of 
Table 4-, Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of one gram 
of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
Number of 
muscles Assay periods 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead 
RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LTb 
Per 
cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
8 2 hours 120 23 19.2 75 32 42.7 
8 1 day 120 4 3.3 93 52 55.9 
6 2 days 100 0 0 .0  66 36 54.5 
6 4 days 100 0 0 .0  80  50 62.5 
6 8 days 135 5 3.7 102 70 68.6 
6 16 days 160 0 0.0 146 104 71.2 
2 32 days 30 0 0.0 21 9 42.9 
2 64 days 30 0 0.0 25 23 92.0 
TPT 795 32 4.0 608 376 61. 8 
B. Pectoral muscles from non-immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
8 2 hours 120 24 20.0 . 72 37 51.4 
8 1 day 120 36 30.0 58 31 53.4 
6 2 days 100 11 11.0 64 34 53.1 
6 4 days 100 67 67 .0  24 6 25.0 
6 8 days 130 113 86 .9  15 0 0.0 
, 2 16 days 60 11 18 .0  45 26 57.8 
2 32 days 30 1 3.3 20 7 35.0 
1 64 days 30 0 0.0 26 21 80 .8  
39 690 263 38.1 \ 324 162 50.0 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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independence are shown in Table 5. It is evident from the 
data in Tables 4, Part B, and 5 that the number of tumor 
deaths occurring at four and eight days were larger than at 
the other periods. Tumor frequency in test chicks, as shown 
in Table 4, Part B, column 5, increased from two hours to 
one day and decreased from one day to two days, followed by 
an increase from two days to four days, continued upward be­
tween four and eight days, and reached a peak at eight days, 
then diminished toward zero at 64 days. 
Chi square tests of independence were also calculated 
between mortalities obtained after allowing immune and non­
immune muscle cells in vivo contact with tumor cells for 
various lengths of time. The significant chi squares calcu­
lated in these.tests are given in Table 6. From these data 
it is seen that the number of right tumors obtained from the 
two-hour period by the immune tissue, Table 4, Part A, was 
not significantly greater than that which occurred with 
two hours, 1, 2, 16, 32, and 64-day treatments with non­
immune tissue, Table 4, Part B. Also, the incidence of 
mortality for each of the immune tissue tests, Table 4, Part 
A, was not significantly different from that obtained in the 
non-immune tissue tests of 32 and 64 days, Table 4, Part B. 
In addition, no significant differences were found between 
the two-day period treatments with non-immune tissues and 
the eight, 32, and 64-day periods with immune tissues. 
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Table 5- Comparisons of tumor producing capabilities of 
in vivo tumor cells exposed to non-immune pectoral 
muscle cells, assay periods in Table 4, Part B, 
with other assay periods, Table 4, Part B, where 
tumor cells were also in vivo exposed to non­
immune pectoral muscle cells, tested for signifi­
cance in their differences in tumor initiation as 
measured by chi square, one degree of freedom 
Assay period 
of Table 4, 2 1 2 4 8 16 32 
Part B hours day days days days days days 
2 hours 47.8 110.1 . 
1 day 28.5 81.6 
2 days 10.6 63 .6  129.1 
4 days 12.0 
8 days 
82.2 16 days 33.6 
32 days 7-8 35.0 79.1 
64 days 5-7 10.2 38.8 84.6 
Table 6. Comparisons of tumor producing capabilities of 
in vivo tumor cells exposed to immune pectoral 
muscle cells, assay periods in Table 4, Part A, 
with simultaneous or other assay periods, Table 
3, Part B, where tumor cells were in vivo exposed 
to non-immune pectoral muscle cells, tested for 
significance in their differences in tumor initia­
tion as measured by chi square, one degree of 
freedom 
Assay period • Assay periods of Table 4, Part A 
of Table 4, 2 12 4 8 16 32 64 
Part B hours day days days days days days days 
2 hours 14.6 20.4 20.4 15. 1 32. 5 5. 7 5. 7 
1 day 28.8 33.7 33.7 30. 6 52. 4 10. 2 10. 2 
2 days 3.9 9.6 9.6 15. 8 
4 days 49.67 98.3 97.8 97.8 105. 3 140. 9 38. 8 38 .  8 
8 days 112.77171.8 167.-4 167.4 182. 3 224. 2 83. 4 83 .  4 
16 days 9.9 16.9 16.9 9. 9 27. 1 4. 7 4. 7 
32 days 
64 days 
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From "cne foregoing analyses, and. the size of the chi square 
values, it is evident that the greatest deviations in the 
effects of the non-immune tissues occurred for the four and 
eight-day periods, and all eight periods of the immune 
tissue treatments. 
Besides experiment and time period a third opportunity 
for variation existed in the assays of tumor-treated muscles. 
This was in the dilution of the tumor-muscle combinations. 
Pectoral muscles from both immune and non-immune fowls were 
diluted 1:2, 1:5, 1:20, and 1:80. 
At the dilution levels the 32 chicks which developed 
right tumors in the assays of immune muscles involved the 
1:2 and 1:5 dilutions. No tumor deaths occurred at the dilu­
tions of 1:20 and 1:80. Total mortality at the 1:2 dilution 
amounted to 9 of 215 test chicks, or four per cent ; at the 
1:5 dilution 23 of 310 test chicks, or seven per cent. The 
mortality difference between these two dilutions was not 
significant (X2 = 1.8, P> 0.05). 
In the assays of non-immune pectoral muscles the total 
number of right tumors at the dilution levels of 1:2, 1:5, 
1:20, and 1:80 respectively amounted to the following : 78 
of 170, 45.9 per cent ; 122 of 270, 45.2 per cent ; 41 of 150, 
27.3 per cent ; and 22 of 100, 22.0 per cent. Chi square 
tests of independence between the dilution totals showed no 
significant differences between the 1:2 and 1:5 dilutions 
or between the 1:20 and 1:80 dilutions. However, the number 
of chicks developing tumors at the 1:2 dilution was signifi­
cantly larger than that at the 1:20 (X 2 = 11.0, P < 0.01) 
and 1:80 dilutions (~X 2 = 14.4, P < 0.01). Similarly, the 
mortality at the 1:5 dilution was significantly larger than 
that taking place at the 1:20 (X 2 = 12.2, P < 0.01 ) and 
1:80 dilutions (X 2 = 15.5, P < 0.01 ). These analyses have 
demonstrated that the incidence of right tumors in the assay 
chicks was significantly decreased between the 1:5 and 1:20 
dilutions. 
In summary of the assays of pectoral muscles from immune 
and non-immune fowls inoculated with one gram of avian tumor 
tissue the following has been demonstrated : (1) the total 
number of right tumors which occurred in the tests of immune 
muscle-tumor combinations was significantly less than that 
obtained in the assays of non-immune muscle-tumor combina­
tions; (2) with few exceptions, primarily involving the 
immune assay period of two hours and the non-immune assay 
periods of 32 and 64 days, the number of right tumors at 
each immune assay period was significantly less than 
occurred in each of the non-immune periods ; (3) chick mor­
talities at the four and eight day periods were significantly 
greater than at any other period in the tests of muscles 
from non-immune birds ; (4) except for the number of right 
tumors at the two-hour period, Table 4, Part A, the total 
number of right tumors obtained in the tests of tumor-
treated muscles from immune fowls was not significantly dif­
ferent from the total mortality which occurred in the assays 
of saline-treated muscles from immune or non-immune chickens, 
Table 3, Part A, and Table 3, Part B; and (5) the total num­
ber of right tumors which occurred in the tests of tumor-
treated muscles from non-immune fowls, Table 4, Part B, was 
significantly greater than the total number of right neoplasm 
found in the assays of saline-treated muscles from immune or 
non-immune chickens, Table 3, Part A, and Table 3, Part B. 
With relation to the total number of left tumors which 
occurred in chicks after the challenge inoculation, it was 
found that significantly fewer tumor deaths resulted follow­
ing the challenge of chicks previously inoculated with tumor-
muscle preparation from non-immune fowls than in those given 
tumor-muscle preparations from immune birds, or saline-
muscle preparations from non-immune chickens. All other 
comparisons of challenge data proved to be insignificant. 
The total number of right tumors which occurred at the 
1:2, 1:5j 1:20, and 1:80 dilutions, in assays of non-immune 
muscle-tumor preparations, demonstrated no significant dif­
ferences between the 1:2 and 1:5 dilutions, or between the 
1:20 and 1:80 dilutions. However, mortality differences be­
tween the 1:5 and 1:20 dilutions were significantly different. 
The foregoing analyses have been concerned with the 
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findings following the in vivo incubation of one gram of 
tumor tissue plus immune or non-immune muscle cells. Addi­
tional immune and non-immune muscle tissues were submitted 
to tests involving the ability of larger quantities of the 
avian neoplasmtic cells to proliferate in the immune and non­
immune pectoral muscles. 
Five grams of tumor inoculum 
Immune muscles plus tumor tissue Twenty-five pectoral 
muscles, representing 23 immune fowls, were inoculated with 
five grams of the avian neoplasm. The assays of tumor-muscle 
combinations took place at varying time periods, ranging 
from two hours to 16 days after tumor implantations. A sum­
mary of the results of the assays of the tumor-treated 
muscles, represented in nine experiments, is given in Table 
7, Part A. 
Each test chick used in experiments five through eight 
was inoculated with 1.0 cc. of a given dilution of a given 
treated muscle. The chicks employed in the remaining experi­
ments were inoculated with 0.25 cc. of a given dilution of 
a treated muscle. A total of 470 test chicks received in­
jections of the muscle-tumor preparations. Of these, 22.3 
per cent, 105, died with right pectoral neoplasms. 
Considerable variation existed between the experiment 
mortalities. The smallest percentage of tumor deaths was 
Table 7- Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of five 
grams of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue (1958 ,  1959)  
Expt. No. of 
no. muscles Assay periods 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscles 
plus tumor 
Test chicks challenged 
with virulent tumor 
Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
1st test RTa cent 2nd test LT^ cent 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
1 3 2 days to 8 days 30 0 0 .0  19 13 68.4 
2 1 8 days 30 0 0 .0  27 24 88 .7  
3 2 4 days to 8 days 40 2 5 .00  33 28 84.8 
4 1 8 days 30 4 13 .3  21 7 33.3 
5 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 120 28 23 .3  71 53 74.6 
6 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 5 25 .0  12 9 75.0 
7 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 140 38 27 .1  75 36 48.0 
8 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 6  30 .0  14 7 50.0 
__9 2 4 days to 8 days 40 22 55 .0  12 2 16 .7  
25 470 105 22 .3  284 179 63 .0  
B. Pectoral muscles of non-immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
1 1 8 days 30 7 23 .3  21 1 4.8 
2 1 8 days 30 11 36 .7  17 0 0.0 
3 1 8  days 30 11 36 .7  16 0 0.0 
4 2 2 days to 8 days 40 15 37 .5  23 9 39 .1  
5 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 100 44 44.0 41 11 26 .8  
6 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 100 46 46.0 33 10  30 .3  
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
Table 7 (continued) 
Teat chicks inocu­
lated with muscles Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
Ixpt. No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead 
LT° 
Per 
no. muscles Assay periods ' 1st test RTa cent 2nd test cent 
7 1 8 days 30 16 53.3 13 0 • 0.0 
8 2 2 hrs. to 1 day . 20 11 55.0 8 0 0.0 
9 1 8 days 20 11 55.0 6 0 0.0 
10 2 4 days to 8 days 40 26 65 .0  7 1 14.3 
11 2 4 days to 8 days 40 27 67.5 13 0 0.0 
12 2 4 days to 8 days 40 27 67.5 1 0 0.0 
13 1 8 days 20 14 70.0 5 0 0.0 
14 2 2 hrs. to 1 day 20 14 70.0 6 0 0.0 
15 1 8 days 30 29 96.7 1 0 0.0 
29 590 309 52.4 211 32 15.2 
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zero and the highest 55 per cent. Three experiments showed 
mortalities between zero and five per cent, while in five ex­
periments the percentages of right tumors ranged from 13.3 
to 30 per cent. 
The challenge inoculation of surviving chicks was 30 to 
40 days after they had received the first inoculation; 284 
chicks were challenged. Left tumors developed in .1.79 chicks 
in this test, or 63.0 per cent. Mortality ranged from 16.7 
per cent in the ninth to 88.9 per cent in the second experi­
ment. As found previously with one gram of tumor, the con­
trast between the tumor deaths of column 6 and the challenge 
deaths of column 9, Table J, Part A, indicate the overall 
effects of the immune .fowl tissues on the introduced tumor 
cells. 
Corresponding tests for the growth of five grams of the 
avian tumor were made in non-immune fowls. 
Non-immune muscles plus tumor tissue Twenty-nine 
pectoral muscles in 27 non-immune fowls were inoculated with 
five grams of lymphomatosis tumor tissue. A summary of the 
results obtained over all dilutions and time periods for 
each of 15 experiments is given in Table 7, Part B. A total 
of 590 chicks were used in the assays of the tumor-treated 
muscles. Each chick, except those in experiments five, 
six, eight, and fourteen, was Injected with 0.25 cc. of a 
given dilution of a tumor-treated muscle. The chicks in 
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experiments five, six, eight and fourteen each received 1.0 
cc. of a given dilution of a treated muscle. 
Of the 15 experiments six showed a mortality between 23.3 
and 46.0 per cent. In the remaining nine experiments the 
mortality from right pectoral tumors was 53.3 per cent or 
more. The total number of right tumors over all experiments 
amounted to 309 of the 590 test chicks, or 52.4 per cent. 
The results obtained following the challenge inoculation 
of those chicks originally inoculated with tumor-treated 
pectoral muscles from the non-immune fowls are given in the 
last three columns of Table 7, Part B. Thirty-two of the 
211 chicks challenged, 15.2 per cent, died with left pectoral 
tumors. In ten experiments the mortality was zero ; the re­
maining tumor development ranged from 4.8 per cent in experi­
ment one to 39.1 per cent in experiment four. 
Immune muscles plus saline At the same time that five 
grams of the avian neoplasm were inoculated into the right 
pectoral muscles of the fowls employed-in experiments one, 
three, five, and nine, Table 7, Part A, 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per 
cent saline was injected into the left pectoral muscles of 
the same fowls. The chick assays to determine if any of these 
saline-treated muscles became effective agents in tumor 
susceptibility are given in Table 8, Part A. 
The chicks in experiments one, three, and nine received 
0.25 cc. of a given dilution of a saline-treated muscle. The 
Table 8. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of 10.0 cc. 
of 0.85 per cent saline (1958, 1959) 
Inoculated test chicks Challenged test chicks 
Expt. No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
no. muscles Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
A. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 7 ,  Part A 
5 6 2 hrs. to 16 days 60 0 0.0 39 17 43.6 
1 3 2 days to 8 days 30 0 0.0 24 15 62.5 
3 2 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 18 15 83.3 
9 2 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 17 17 100.0 
13 13Ô 0 0.0 93 M 65.3 
B. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 7 ,  Part B 
5 5 2 hrs. to 8 days 50 1 2.0 36 20 55.6 
4 2 2 days to 8 days 40 0 0.0 35 32 91.4 
10 2 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 16 15 93.8 
11 2 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 14 12 85.7 
1 1 8 days 10 0 0.0 4 2 50.0 
12 2 4 days to 8 days' 20 1 5.0 11 8 72.7 
15 1 8 days 10 7 70.0 3 1 33.3 
15 170 9 5.3 119 90 75.6 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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chicks in experiment five received 1.0 cc. of a given dilu­
tion of a saline-treated muscle. In the four experiments 13 
muscles were assayed in 130 chicks. None of these showed 
right pectoral tumors. These results show that the saline-
treated pectoral muscles from immune fowls were not tumor 
producing when introduced into the test chicks. 
Listed in the last three columns of Table 8, Part A, are 
the results of the challenge tests with active leukosis tumor 
cells of chicks surviving treatments of pectoral muscles 
inoculated with saline, Sixty-four of the 98 chicks, or 65.3 
per cent, given the challenge inoculations died with left 
pectoral neoplasms. The saline-treated immune pectoral 
muscle cells were not protective against the leukosis tumor 
cells. 
Non-immune muscles plus saline Fifteen non-immune 
left pectoral muscles opposing those injected with five grams 
of tumor were inoculated with 10.0 cc. of O.85 per cent 
saline. The assay results of these saline-treated muscles 
for seven experiments are given in Table 8, Part B. Tumors 
developed in nine of 170 test chicks, or 5.3 per cent. Seven 
of these neoplasms occurred in one experiment. These data 
indicate that leukosis tumor cells may migrate from the 
right to left side of the non-immune fowls where they may 
then be demonstrated on the subsequent tests. 
Ninety of 119 chicks, 75.6 per cent, died with left 
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pectoral tumors after the challenge inoculations. The chal­
lenge results ranged from 33.3 per cent in experiment fifteen 
to 93.8 per cent in experiment ten. The high percentage 
of challenge tumors shows that the non-immune pectoral 
muscle tissues were, as in the case of the immune muscle 
cells, not protective against the leukosis neoplastic cells. 
Total assay results contrasting Immune and non-immune 
pectoral muscles in their effects on inoculated leukosis 
tumor cells As in the experiments testing the in vivo 
effects of muscle tissues on one gram of leukosis tumor 
tissue, the experimental total mortalities of Table 7 were 
not statistically compared. The data in Table 7 are known 
to be hetergeneous in that the tumor cell were exposed to 
pectoral muscle cells for various lengths of time. The 
mortality which was observed among the experiments in the 
tests of immune muscle-tumor preparations, however, was for 
the most part less than the mortality which occurred among 
the experiments in the tests of non-immune muscle-tumor pre­
parations. This indicates an antagonistic effect of the 
immune muscle cells on the leukosis tumor cells. This latter 
aspect was further demonstrated by the difference between the 
total mortalities in immune and non-Immune muscle assays. 
The total number of right tumors observed in the tests of 
immune muscle-tumor preparations, Table "J, Part A, was sig­
nificantly less than the total number of right tumors ob­
tained in the assays of non-immune muscle-tumor preparations 
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(X ^ = 97.9, p < 0.01), Table 7, Part B. 
Chi square tests of independence were calculated from the 
data in Table's 7 and 8 for the effect that tumor and saline-
treated muscle-inoculations of test chicks may have had on 
the resistance to the challenge injections. These tests in­
cluded comparisons of the total number of left tumors in test 
chicks which occurred after the challenge inoculation. Sig­
nificantly more tumors resulted following the challenge in 
chicks previously inoculated with tumor-muscle preparations 
from immune fowls than in those given tumor-muscle prepara­
tions from non-immune birds (X 2 = HI.4, P< 0.01). The 
number of left tumors in those chicks first injected with 
tumor-treated muscles from immune birds was not significantly 
different from the left tumors in the case of those chicks 
first given saline-treated muscles from immune fowls (X  2  = 
0.08, P > 0.05), but was significantly less than the left 
tumors in those chicks first given'saline-treated muscles 
from non-immune fowls (X 2 = 5.4, P < 0.05). The total num­
ber of left tumors which occurred in those chicks first in­
jected with tumor-treated muscles from non-immune fowls was 
significantly less than that found in chicks inoculated with 
saline-treated muscles from immune fowls (X 2 = 76.2, P< 
0.01) or saline-treated muscles from non-immune fowls (X  2  = 
116.8, P < 0.01). In the case of the saline-muscle prepara­
tions no significant difference existed between immune and 
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non-immune treated chicks, with respect to the challenge 
inoculation (X 2 = 2.3, P > 0.05). From the foregoing 
analyses it appeared that, as was previously suggested in 
the one gram of tumor assays, the tumor-muscle preparations 
from non-immune fowls may have contributed some resistance 
to the challenge inoculation. 
Effects of time of exposure to pectoral muscle cells on 
growth capacities of leukosis tumor cells After allowing 
five grams of tumor inoculum to in vivo incubate with muscle 
tissues for various lengths of time the muscle-tumor combina­
tions were assayed. Table 9 is a summary of the number of 
right tumors which developed at each assay period in the 
tests of immune and non-immune muscle-tumor preparations. 
The lowest percentage of right tumors in the immune 
muscle tests, zero, appeared in the chicks inoculated two 
days after tumor implantation in the adult fowlsj the highest 
percentage, 46.7 per cent, occurred at the two-hour period. 
Chi square tests of independence were calculated between the 
number of right tumors at each period. The mortality at 
two hours was significantly greater than that at one, two, 
four, and 8 days ("X 2 = 16.1, 28.9, 20.4, and 10.7 
respectively). Mortalities at one and four days were both 
significantly larger than that which occurred at two-day 
(X 2 = 4.4 and 5.0 respectively). The number of right 
neoplasms at eight days was significantly greater than at 
Table 9. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the inoculation of five 
grams of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscles Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
Number of 
muscles Assay periods 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead 
' RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LTb 
Per 
cent 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
4 2 hours 60 28 46.7 27 8 29.6 
4 1 day 60 7 11.7 41 30 73.2 
3 2 days 50 0 0.0 38 23 60.5 
5 4 days 90 11 12.2 61 37 60.7 
7 8 days 150 34 22.7 90 64 71.1 
2 16 days 60 25 41.7 27 17 63.O 
25 470 105 22.3 284 179 63.0 
B. Pectoral muscles of non-immune fowls plus 1 virulent tumor cells 
4 2 hours 60 21 35.0 32 7 21.9 
4 1 day 60 30 50.0 18 0 0.0 
3 2 days 60 7 11.7 42 23 54.8 
5 4 days 100 58 58.0 22 0 0.0 
13 8 days 310 193 6 2 . 3  97 2 2.0 
1 16 days 
29 590 309 52.4 211 32 15.2 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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two and four days (X  ^  =  13 .7  and 15-5 respectively). The 
last assay period of 16 days demonstrated significantly more 
right tumors than those observed at one, two, and four days 
(X 2 = 12.3, 24.6, and 6.8 respectively). From these analyses 
and the data in Table 9, Part A, it is seen that the number 
of right tumors decreased from two hours to two days, pro­
ceeded by an increase from four to 16 days. Some of the 
leukosis tumor cells appeared to have escaped the immune de­
fense mechanism. This problem will be taken up in compari­
sons with the assay findings of non-immune muscle-tumor 
preparations. 
The percentages of chicks developing tumors from two 
hours to eight days in the assays of tumor-treated non­
immune pectoral muscles were as follows: 35.0, 50.0, 11.7, 
58.0 and 62.0 per cent, Table 9, Part B. One non-immune fowl 
which was to be tested at the 16-day incubation period died 
with a large pectoral tumor between the eight and 16-day 
period. Chi square tests of independence of these five time 
period mortalities revealed five significant differences. 
In these cases the number of right tumors at two days was 
significantly less than that at two hours, one, four, and 
eight days (X  2  = 7.9 ,  18.9, 31 . 5 ,  and 5.0 respec t ive ly ) .  
In addition, the mortality at two hours was significantly 
less than that found at eight days (X 2 = 14.2, P< 0.1). 
Except for the two-day in vivo incubation interval there 
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existed, little variation between the right tumor frequencies 
at the various assay periods. The importance of tumor growth 
in the pectoral muscles in the non-immune fowls is considered 
in the following comparisons. 
When the proportions of right tumors at each immune 
muscle-tumor incubation period were compared in tests of in­
dependence with the growth of right pectoral neoplasms in 
each non-immune muscle-tumor assay period several significant 
differences were found. The significant chi squares have been 
tabulated in Table 10. From these figures it is evident that 
the incidence of chick mortality at the one, two, four and 
eight-day incubation periods in the assays of tumor-treated 
immune muscles was less than that obtained in the tests of 
tumor-treated non-immune muscles assayed at two hours, one, 
four, and eight days. 
The foregoing analyses have demonstrated that five grams 
of leukosis tumor tissue in immune muscles may have been in 
excess of the capabilities of the immune tissues to com­
pletely destroy or inhibit the tumor inoculum. Compared 
with the activity of leukosis cells incubated with non­
immune muscle, however, the immune tissues were still highly 
functional in inhibiting tumor cell proliferation. 
Each tumor-treated immune pectoral muscle employed at 
the various assay periods was diluted 1:5 and 1:20. For the 
pectoral muscles diluted 1:5 the total number of right 
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Table 10. Comparisons of tumor producing capabilities of 
in vivo tumor cells exposed to immune pectoral 
muscle cells, assay periods in Table 9, Part A, 
with simultaneous or other assay periods, Table 
9, Part B, where tumor cells were in vivo exposed 
to non-immune pectoral muscle cell, tested for 
significance in their differences in tumor 
initiation as measured by chi square, one degree 
of freedom 
Assay periods Assay periods of Table 9, Part A 
Part B 2 hours 1 day 2 days 4 days 8  days 16 days 
2 hours 7.9 19.4 9.8 
1 day 18.9 31.9 24.0 13.3 
2 days 16.la 4.4 12.3& 
4 days 31.5 44.9 41.0 30.7 
8  days 4.5 49.8 64.6 67.5 6 7 . 8  8 . 0  
^Significantly more right tumors in immune than in non­
immune period. 
pectoral tumors in a total of 235 chicks amounted to 56, or  
23.8 per cent. At the 1:20 dilution 49 of a total of 235 
chicks, 20.8 per cent, died with right tumors. The mortality 
difference between these two dilutions was not significant 
(%z = 0.4, P> 0.05). 
The tumor-treated non-immune pectoral muscles were also 
diluted 1:5 and 1:20 before inoculation into assay chicks. 
At the dilution level of 1:5 total mortality amounted to 158 
of 295 chicks, or 53.6 per cent. The 1:20 dilution gave a 
total mortality of 151 in 295 chicks, or 51.2 per cent. 
The difference in mortality between these two dilutions was 
not significant (X 2 = 0.2, P> 0.05). Therefore, diluting 
the non-immune and immune pectoral muscles did not affect 
the incidence of tumors in the assay chicks. 
In summary of the assays of pectoral muscles from immune 
and non-immune fowls inoculated with five grams of the avian 
tumor the following have been demonstrated : (1) the total 
number of right tumors in test chicks which occurred in the 
tests of tumor-treated immune muscles was significantly less 
than the total number obtained in the assays of tumor-
treated non-immune muscles ; (2) with few exceptions, pri­
marily involving the immune assay period of two hours and the 
non-immune assay period of two days, the numbers of right 
tumors in the immune assay periods were significantly less 
than those in the non-immune assay periods ; (3) except for 
the two-day period in the tests of muscles from non-immune 
birds, chick mortalities varied insignificantly between assay 
periods ; at two days the number of right tumors was signifi­
cantly less than in the other four periods ; (4) the total 
number of right tumors obtained in the tests of tumor-
treated muscles from immune fowls was significantly greater 
than the total mortality which occurred in the assays of 
saline-treated muscles from immune or non-immune chickens ; 
and (5) the total number of right tumors which occurred in 
the tests of tumor-treated muscles from non-immune fowls was 
significantly greater than the total number of right tumors 
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found in the assays of saline-treated muscles from immune or 
non-immune fowls. 
With relation to the total number of left tumors which 
occurred in chicks after the challenge inoculations it was 
found that: (1) significantly more tumors developed follow­
ing the challenge of chicks previously inoculated with tumor-
muscle preparations from immune fowls than in those first 
given tumor-muscle preparations from non-immune fowls, but 
was significantly less than the left tumors in those chicks 
first given saline-muscle preparations from non-immune fowls ; 
and (2) significantly fewer left tumors occurred following 
the challenge of chicks previously inoculated with tumor-
treated muscles from non-immune fowls than in those which 
first received saline-treated muscles from immune or non­
immune fowls. 
The total number of right tumors found at the 1:20 dilu­
tion of tumor-treated pectoral muscles from adult fowls was 
not significantly different from the 1:5 dilution mortality 
in the assays of pectoral muscles from immune or non-immune 
fowls. 
The foregoing analyses have been concerned with separate 
descriptions of the findings following the in vivo contact 
of five grams and one gram of avian lymphomatosis tumor 
tissue with immune and non-immune pectoral muscle cells. 
Statistical analyses of different treatment effects on 
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in vivo tumor growth are considered later. 
The second phase of this investigation is concerned with 
the in vivo effects of X-irradiation and cortisone on the 
process of tumor cell proliferation in the presence of muscle 
cells. 
Effects of In Vivo Contact of Tumor Cells with 
X-irradiated and/or Cortisone-treated Pectoral 
Muscle Cells on Subsequent Tumor Growth 
The data obtained in this phase of the investigation 
will be presented in four parts in the following order: 
(1 ) effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue 
with pectoral muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated immune 
fowls ; (2 ) effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor 
tissue with pectoral muscle cells in partial-body X-
irradiated immune fowls; (3) effects of in vivo contact of 
five grams of tumor tissue with cortisone-treated pectoral 
muscle cells in immune fowls; and (4) effects of in vivo 
contact of five grams of tumor tissue with pectoral muscle 
cells in whole-body X-irradiated and cortisone-treated immune 
fowls. In each of the foregoing cases the pectoral muscles 
were inoculated with the tumor tissue 24 hours following the 
irradiation and/or cortisone treatments. The data from these 
four experiments are outlined in Tables 11 through 25. 
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Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue 
with pectoral muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated immune 
fowls 
In addition to tumor implantations 18 immune fowls each 
received one of four dosages of whole-body X-irradiation: 
200 r, 300 r, 350 r, or 400 r. The tumor-treated muscles 
from the irradiated fowls were assayed two, four, or eight 
days after neoplastic transplantation. A summary of the test 
results over dilutions and in vivo incubation periods for 
each of 12 experiments is given in Table 11. 
A total of 430 chicks received a first inoculation of 
tumor-treated muscles from the irradiated fowls. Of these, 
164, 38.I per cent, died with right pectoral tumors. The 
smallest percentage of deaths with tumors occurred in the 
300 r group of chicks, or 18.8 per cent. The highest per­
centage of deaths with right pectoral tumors was 62.9 per 
cent in the 350 r group. At 200 and 400 r the respective 
chick mortalities were 52.9 and 40.8 per cent. 
Thirty to forty days after the first inoculation 200 
chicks received the challenge inoculation. Seventy-three 
of these, 36.5 per cent, developed left pectoral muscle 
tumors. This mortality was distributed as follows : 200 r, 
31.2 per cent; 300 r, 44.8 per cent; 350 r, 21.4 per cent; 
and 400 r, 27.7 per cent. 
Besides five grams of the avian neoplasm, 12 of the 18 
Table 11. Effects of In vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with pectoral 
muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated immune fowls (1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscles Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles 
X-ray 
r Assay periods 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead 
RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LTb 
Per 
cent 
2 200 r 4 days to 8 days 40 16 40.0 9 5 55.6 
1 200 r 8 days 30 21 70.0 7 0 0.0 
3 To 37 52.9 T6 5 31.2 
1 300 r 8 days 30 0 0.0 27 17 63.0 
2 300 r 4 days to 8 days 40 8 20.0 26 14 53.8 
3 300 r 2 days to 8 days 60 12 20.0 33 16 48.5 
1 300 r 8 days 30 10 33.3. 19 0 0.0 
7 160 30 18.8 105 47 44.8 
2 350 r 4 days to 8 days 40 24 60.0 6 2 33.3 
1 350 r 8 days 30 20 66.7 8 1 12.5 
3 70 ?? 62.9 T? 3 21.4 
1 400 r 8 days 30 0 0.0 23 17 73.9 
1 400 r 8 days 30 3 10.0 25 0 0.0 
1 400 r 8 days 30 19 63.3 9 0 0.0 
2 400 r 4 days to 8 days 40 31 77.5 8 1 12.5 
130 53 40.8 55 IB 27.7 
18 430 164 38.1 200 73 36.5 
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
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irradiated fowls each received 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per cent 
saline in the opposite pectoral muscles. The results of the 
chick-assays of the saline-treated muscles have been sum­
marized in Table 12. None of the 150 test chicks died with 
right pectoral tumors. 
The chicks which survived the first inoculation of 
saline-treated muscles were challenged in 30 to 40 days. Of 
121 chicks given the challenge inoculation 94, 77-7 per cent, 
succumbed with left pectoral neoplasms. The mortalities at 
200, 300, 350, and 400 r were respectively: 69.2, 81.2, 
83.3, and 70.4 per cent. 
In test of independence of the results listed in Tables 
11 and 12 comparisons have been made between the total num­
bers of right tumors in the test chicks, and within and be­
tween experiment right tumor deaths. Challenge results were 
also compared. 
The total number of chicks developing right tumors 
following the inoculation of tumor-treated muscles, 164 of 
430 chicks, was significantly larger than the zero mortality 
obtained after 150 chicks receiving saline-treated muscles 
(X2 = 77.9, P< 0.01). In addition, the total number of 
chicks dead after the first inoculation of tumor-treated 
muscles at each level of irradiation was significantly larger 
than the total mortality found in chicks after injections of 
saline-treated muscles at the same levels of irradiation. 
Table 12. Effects of in vivo of 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per cent saline with 
irradiated pectoral muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated 
immune fowls (1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with immune Test chicks challenged 
muscles plus saline with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles X-ray Assay r periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
2 200 r 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 13 9 6 9 . 2  
3 300 r 2 days to 8 days 60 0 0.0 51 41 80.4 
2 300 r 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0,0 18 15 83.3 
5 BÔ 0 0.0 59 55 8 1 . 2  
2 350 r 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 12 10 83.3 
2 4oo r 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 18 12 66.7 
1 4oo r 8 days 10 0 0.0 9 7 77.8 
3 30 0 0 .0  27 19 70.4  
12 150 0 0.0 121 94 77.7 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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As previously stated, the percentages of total right 
tumors in the test chicks at the respective levels of 
irradiation of 200, 300, 350, and 400 r were : 52.9, 18.8, 
62.9# and 40.8 per cent. Chi square tests of independence 
of the total number of right tumors in test chicks at each 
irradiation dosage revealed that the tumor deaths at 300 r 
was significantly less than that at 200 r (X 2 = 25.8, P< 
0.01), 350 r = 41.4, P< 0.01), and 400 r (% = = 16.0, 
P< 0.01). Also, the total mortality at 400 r was signifi­
cantly less than the total number of right tumors at 350 r 
(X 2 - 8.0, P< 0.01). The differences in first inoculation 
results between the 200 and 350 r and between the 200 and 400 
r groups of chicks were not significant. Thus, while neo­
plastic development in the 300 r group of chicks was signi­
ficantly less than in the other three groups no.significant 
difference was found between the 200 and 350 r groups or 
between the 200 and 400 r groups. However, significantly 
more right tumors occurred in the 350 r group than in the 
400 r group of chicks. 
As shown in Table 11, variation existed between experi­
ment mortalities within each level of irradiation. Chi 
square tests of independence were calculated to test for 
significant differences within and between the four levels 
of irradiation. The significant chi square values obtained 
in these comparisons are recorded in Table 13. From the 
13 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
_4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Experiments In Table 11 comparing tumor-producing capabilities 
of in vivo tumor cells exposed to irradiated immune pectoral 
muscTe cells with simultaneous or other experiments, Table 11, 
where tumor cells were also in vivo exposed to irradiated 
immune pectoral muscle cells for significance in their differ­
ences in tumor initiation as measured by chi square, one 
degree of freedom 
200 r 300 r 350 r 400 r 
1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4  
5.0 3.9 10.1  
13.4 34.2 4.9 5.3 9.7 24.8 27.1 25.0 38.6 
11.8 24.2 
-o U) 
1 5 . 7  
1 9 . 4  
6 . 7  
11.7 13.7 
15.0 17.0 
3.9 5.4 
14.8 30.1 
4.3 12.0 
13.4 29.3 
6.4 20.1 
4.9 5.3 9.7 24.8 27.9 
16.0 18.0 
2 5 . 0  3 8 . 6  
16.2 28.6 
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data in this table the greatest source of variation was in 
the four 300 r experiments and the first two 400 r experi­
ments . The mortalities in these cases were significantly 
less than those obtained in the other experiments. 
Since the tumor-treated pectoral muscles from the 
irradiated fowls were assayed primarily at four and eight 
days after implantation, mortality differences between these 
two periods were possible. The distribution of right tumors 
in test chicks for the four and eight-day in vivo incubation 
periods within each irradiation level is summarized in Table 
14. The highest percentages of right tumors in test chicks 
within the three smaller levels of irradiation occurred at 
the eight-day period. More right tumors in the 400 r group 
of chicks were found at the four-day rather than the eight-
day period. Chi square tests of independence were calcu­
lated between the assay periods within and between the four 
irradiation dosages. The significant chi squares have been 
recorded in Table 15. 
Within the 200 r and within the 300 r groups of chicks 
the number of right neoplasms in test chicks at the assay 
periods showed no significant differences. The mortality 
at eight days in the 350 r group was significantly greater 
than that resulting at four days. But at 400 r a signifi­
cantly greater number of right tumors were observed at 
four days than at eight days. Significantly fewer deaths 
Table 14. Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
pectoral muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated immune fowls 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with immune 
muscle cells plus Test chicks challenged 
tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles X-ray Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
1 200 r 4 days 20 10 50.0 2 0 0.0 
2 200 r 8 days 50 27 54.0 14 5 35.7 
3 70 37 52.9 16 5 31.2 
1 300 r 2 days 20 1 5.0 6 2 33.3 
2 300 r 4 days 40 6 15.0 30 20 66.7 
4 300 r 8 days 100 23 23.0 69 25 36.2 
7 160 30 18.8 105 %7 44.8 
1 350 r 4 days 20 8 40.0 4 2 50.0 
2 350 r 8 days 50 36 72.0 10 1 10.0 
3 70 m 62.9 14 3 21.4 
1 400 r 4 days 20 16 80.0 3 1 33.3 
4 400 r 8 days 110 37 33.6 62 17 27.4 
5 130 53 40.8 55 T6 27.7 
18 430 164 38.1 200 73 36.5 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
Table 15. Assay in Table 14 comparing tumor producing capabilities of in vivo 
tumor cells exposed to irradiated Immune pectoral muscle cells with 
simultaneous or other assay periods, Table 14, where tumor cells 
were also in vivo exposed to irradiated immune pectoral muscle cells 
for significance in their differences in tumor initiation as 
measured by chi square, one degree of freedom 
200 r 300 r  350 r 400 r 
4 days 8 days 2 days 4 days 8 days 4 days 8 days 4 days 8 days 
200 r 
4 days 
8 days 
2 days 8.0 12.3 5.2  23.1 20.0 5.4  
300 r 4 days 
8 days 
6.7 
4„ 8 
12.9 
13.0 
26.8 
31.5 
21.5 
22.2 
4.1  
350 r 
4 days 
8 days 
5.0 5.1  
400 r 
4 days 
8 days 5.1  18.9 13.2 
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resulted at the 400 r - eight-day interval than found at the 
eight-day period in the 200 and 350 r groups of chicks. 
Also, the mortality at the 400 r - four-day period was sig­
nificantly greater than the number of right tumor growths in 
the 350 r - four-day group of chicks. The greatest varia­
tion was found to exist between the 300 r group of birds and 
the other three irradiation groups. However, the mortality 
in the 300 r - four and eight-day periods was not signifi­
cantly different from that observed in the 350 r - four-day 
treated chicks ; also, the number of right neoplasms in the 
300 r group at eight days was not significantly different 
from the mortality observed in the 400 r group at eight days. 
Thus, the greatest number of right tumors were found in the 
200 r four and eight-day treated chicks, 350 r eight-day 
treated chicks, and the 400 r four-day treated birds. 
Analyses of the numbers of left tumors resulting from 
the challenge inoculation demonstrated that the total 
mortality in those chicks which first received tumor-treated 
irradiated muscles, Table 11, was significantly less than 
the total tumor deaths in those chicks originally inoculated 
with saline-treated irradiated muscles, Table 12 (X 2 = 
49.6, P< 0.01). Beginning with the lowest level of irradia­
tion the percentages of left tumors in chicks first given 
tumor-treated irradiated muscles were respectively: 31.2, 
44.8, 21.4, and 27.7 per cent. Each of these mortalities 
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was significantly less than the number of left tumors observed 
in the corresponding chicks given saline-treated irradiated 
muscles. However, except in one case, intracomparisons 
showed that the left tumors in test chicks originally given 
tumor-muscle preparations were not significantly different 
from each other. When the first inoculation originated from 
300 r treated fowls significantly more left tumors occurred 
than when the first inoculation was from 400 r treated 
chickens (X 2 = 4.3, P < 0.05)• 
Prior to the inoculation of test chicks with the tumor-
treated muscles from the irradiated fowls the muscles were 
diluted 1:5 and 1:20. The total number of right tumors at 
the 1:5 dilution was 82 in 215 test chicks, or 38.1 per cent. 
Of 215 test chicks given the 1:20 dilution 82, 38.1 per cent, 
also developed right pectoral tumors. Within each irradia­
tion level the differences in mortality between the 1:5 and 
1:20 dilutions also were not significantly different. 
In summary of the effects of irradiated muscle cells on 
tumor growth the following has been observed : (1) the total 
number of right tumors in test chicks following the inocu­
lation of tumor-treated muscles was significantly larger than 
the number of right neoplasms in test chicks after the in­
jection of saline-treated muscles > (2) at each level of 
irradiation the total number of right pectoral tumors in 
those chicks given tumor-treated muscles was significantly 
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greater Lhaxi thai observed in chicka after the inoculation of 
saline-treated muscles at same levels of irradiation; 
(3) total right tumor deaths at 300 r was significantly less 
than the total number of right neoplasms at 200 r, 350 r, 
and 400 r.; the mortality at 400 r was significantly less than 
at 350 r; (4) the total number of right tumors at 200 r was 
not significantly different from the total mortality at 350 r 
and 400 r in tests of tumor-treated muscles ; (5) experiment 
comparisons of the total number of right tumors within and 
between the four irradiation dosages demonstrated that sig­
nificantly fewer right tumors occurred in the four 300 r 
experiments and the first two 400 r experiments when compared 
with the other experiments ; (6) comparisons of the numbers 
of right pectoral tumors at the assay periods within and be­
tween the four levels of irradiation showed that the greatest 
numbers of right pectoral tumors, in test chicks occurred at 
the 200 r four and eight-day periods, the 350 r eight-day 
period, and the 400 r four-day period; (7) the results of 
the challenge inoculation demonstrated that the total number 
of left tumors in chicks first given tumor-muscle prepara­
tions was significantly less than the total number of left 
tumors in chicks originally inoculated with saline-muscle 
preparations ; (8) between the four levels of irradiation 
intercomparisons of the left tumor mortalities in chicks 
first inoculated with tumor-treated muscles showed only one 
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significant difference : in the 300 r group of chicks more 
left tumors occurred than in the 400 r group ; and (9) com­
parisons. of the total dilution mortalities of 1:5 and 1:20 
within each level of irradiation demonstrated no significant 
difference between these two dilutions. 
Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
pectoral muscle cells in partial-body X-lrradiated immune 
fowls 
Fourteen immune fowls were each inoculated with five 
grams of the avian tumor 24 hours after partial-body X-
irradiation. For each of six regions of exposure the dosage 
of irradiation was 400 r. Assays of the 14 muscles took 
place eight days after implantation of the neoplasm. The 
results of these tests are given in Table 16. 
A total of 390 chicks was inoculated with the tumor-
treated muscles. Sixty-two of these, 15.9 per cent, died 
with right pectoral tumors. The percentages of total mor­
tality in test chicks for the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, middle-posterior, anterior, middle, and posterior 
regions respectively amounted to: 26.7, 26.7, 15.0, 38.0, 
2.5, and zero per cent. 
Listed in the last three columns of Table 16 are the 
results of the challenge inoculation. A total of 307 test 
chicks were challenged of which 169, 55.0 per cent, died 
Table 16. Effect of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
pectoral muscle cells in partial-body X-irradiated immune 
fowls, 400 r (1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with immune Test chicks challenged 
muscles plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles X-ray Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
1 A and M0 8 days .30 1 3.3 26 15 57.7 
1 A and M 8 days 30 15 50.0 15 0 0.0 
2 50 IE 26.7 Til 15 36.6 
1 A and' P 8 days 30 3 10.0 27 2 7.4 
1 A and P 8 days 30 13 43.3 16 0 0.0 
2 50 16 26.7 ?3 2 4.6 
1 M and P 8 days 30 2 6.7 25 18 72.0 
1 M and P 8 days 30 7 23.3 22 1 4.5 
5a 9 1 5 . 0  Wj 19 40.4 
1 A 8 
8 
days 20 0 0 . 0  18 13 72.2 
1 A days 30 19 63.3 10 3 30.0 
50 19 3 W . 0  25 . 16 57.1 
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
CA, M, and P respectively: anterior, middle, and posterior regions of the 
body. 
Table 16 (continued) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with immune Test chicks challenged 
muscles plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles X-ray Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
1 M 8 days 20 0 0.0 19 14 73.7 
1 M 8 days 30 0 0.0 30 25 83.3 
1 M 8 days 30 2 6.7 26 16 61.5 
3 DÔ 2 2.5 75 55 73.3 
1 P 8 days 20 0 0.0 18 14 77.8 
1 P 8 days 30 0 0.0 29 25 86.2 
1 P 8 days 30 0 0.0 26 23 8 8 . 5  
3 BÔ 0 0.0 73 52 84.0 
14 390 62 15.9 307 169 55.0 
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with left pectoral tumors. The respective mortalities follow­
ing the challenge tests for the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, middle-posterior, anterior, middle, and posterior 
regions were: 36.6, 4.6, 40.4, 57.1, 73-3 and 84.9 per cent. 
Five of the 14 fowls were also inoculated with 10.0 cc. 
of 0.85 per cent saline in the muscles opposite those in­
jected with the tumor material. The assay-findings of these 
muscles are given in Table 17° None of the 50 test chicks 
died with left pectoral tumors. Challenge tests of chicks 
which originally received saline-muscle preparations showed 
28 of 43 chicks, 65.I per cent, died with left pectoral 
tumors. 
In the analyses of the data in Table 16 the total number 
of right tumors at each region of exposure was compared with 
the mortality at the other regions. The incidence of right 
tumors in the experiments within and between the six regions 
of irradiation also was compared. 
Chi square tests of independence of the total number of 
right tumors in each region revealed nine significant differ­
ences. These significant chi square values are recorded in 
Table 18. The total numbers of right tumors at the anterior-
middle, anterior-posterior, middle-posterior, and anterior 
regions were each significantly greater than the right tumors 
in the middle or posterior regions. In addition, the 
mortality in the anterior region was significantly greater 
Table 17. Effects of in vivo contact of 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per cent saline with 
pectoral muscle cells in partial-body X-irradiated immune fowls 
[1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with immune 
muscles plus saline 
Test chicks challenged 
with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles X-ray Assay periods 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead 
RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LTb 
Per 
cent 
1 A and Mc 8 days 10 0 0.0 5 4 80.0 
1 A and P 8 days 10 0 0.0 10 6 60.0 
1 A 8 days 10 0 0.0 10 8 80.0 
1 M 8 days 10 0 0.0 9 8 88.9 
1 P 8 days 10 0 0.0 9 2 22.2 
5 50 0 0.0 43 28 65.I 
00 
-*=-
aRight tumors. 
bLef t tumors. 
the body. 
'A, M, and P respectively: anterior, middle, and posterior regions of 
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Table 18. Regions in Table 16 comparing tumor producing 
capabilities of in vivo tumor cells exposed to 
immune pectoral muscle cells in partially X-
irradiated immune fowls with other regions, 
Table 16, where tumor cells were also in vivo 
exposed to immune pectoral muscle cells in 
partial X-irradiated immune fowls for signifi­
cance of their differences in tumor initiation 
as measured by chi square, one degree of 
freedom 
A and Ma A and P M and P A M P 
A and M 
A and P 
M and P 6.39 
A 
M 15.78 15.78 5.77 26.07 
P 21.52 21.52 10.45 43.50 
aA, M, and P respectively: anterior, middle, and 
posterior regions of the body. 
than that in the middle-posterior region. The data from chi 
square analyses of the experiment comparisons are shown in 
Table 19. 
The majority of the significant chi squares, Table 19, 
demonstrated that greater numbers of right tumors were found 
in the second experiment of the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, and anterior regions of exposure. In three cases 
the middle-posterior region of exposure showed significantly 
more right tumors : the second experiment of the middle 
Table 1 9 .  Experiments of Table 16 comparing tumor producing capabilities of 
in vivo tumor cells exposed to immune pectoral muscle cells in 
partially X-irradiated immune fowls with other regions, Table 16, 
where tumor cells were also in vivo exposed to immune pectoral 
muscle cells in partial X-irradiated immune fowls for significance 
of their differences in tumor initiation as measured by chj 
square, one degree of freedom 
A and Ma A and P M and P A M P 
1 2 1 2 1 2 12 1 2 3 1 2 3 
A and M 
1 
2 
14.4 11.3 21.7 
A and P 
1 
2 
9.6 6.9 16.2 
M and P 
1 
2 
11.8 
4.8 
8.9 18.8 
8.2 
A 
1 
2 
12.0 9.6 17.8 
M 
1 
2 
3 
12.0 
17.4 
11.8 
9 . 6  
14.1 
8.9 
5.8 
17.8 
25.0 
18.8 
P 
1 
2 
3 
12.0 
17.4 
17.4 
9.6 
14.1 
14.1 
5.8 
5.8 
17.8 
2 5 . O  
2 5 . O  
aA, M, and P respectively: anterior, middle, and posterior regions of 
the body. 
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region, and the second and third experiments of the posterior 
region. 
The total number of right tumors which occurred in those 
chicks given tumor-muscle preparations, 62 of 390 test chicks, 
15.9 per cent, was significantly larger than the zero mor­
tality following the injection of saline-treated muscles 
(X2 = 7.7, P< 0.01). However, the total numbers of left 
tumors in those chicks first inoculated with tumor-treated 
muscles, Table 16, was not significantly greater than the 
total number of left tumors in the chicks first injected with 
saline-muscle preparations, (Table 17) (X.  2  = 1 .2 ,  P> 0.05) .  
In summary, the partial-body X-irradiation studies have 
demonstrated: (1) of the six regions of exposure of immune 
fowls significantly more right tumors occurred in the test 
of tumor-treated muscles in the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, middle-posterior, and anterior regions compared 
with the middle and posterior irradiations ; (2) experiment 
comparisons within and between regions of exposure showed 
significantly that the second experiment in the anterior-
middle, anterior-posterior, and anterior regions accounted 
for more right tumors in test chicks than in any other ex­
periments ; (3) the total number of right tumors in the assays 
of tumor-treated muscles was significantly greater than the 
total number of right tumors in the tests of saline-treated 
muscles ; (4) the total number of left tumors observed after 
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the challenge inoculations of chicks originally inoculated 
with tumor-treated muscles was not significantly different 
from the left tumors in chicks first given saline-treated 
muscles ; (5) the total number of left tumors in chicks which 
first received saline-treated muscles was significantly 
greater than the left tumors in chicks first inoculated with 
tumor-treated muscles at the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, and middle-posterior exposures ; (6) the total num­
ber of left tumors in those chicks originally injected with 
saline-treated muscles was significantly less than in the 
chicks which first received tumor-muscle preparations at the 
posterior region of exposure ; and (7) the total number of 
right tumors at the 1:5 dilution was not significantly dif­
ferent from that at the 1:20 dilution. 
Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
cortisone-treated pectoral muscle cells from immune fowls 
In this phase of the study of tumor growth in lymphomato­
sis resistant chickens the effects of cortisone acetate were 
investigated. This experiment was divided into three parts : 
(1) immune fowls treated with cortisone and tumor; (2) immune 
fowls treated with vehicle of cortisone and tumor; and 
(3) non-immune fowls treated with the vehicle of cortisone 
and tumor. 
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In vivo contact of immune muscle cells plus tumor in 
cortisone-treated fowls Seven immune fowls were inocu­
lated with five grams of tumor 24 hours after the commence­
ment of cortisone treatments. The hormone administration 
dosage continued in amounts of 40 mg. per day in six of the 
fowls until they were killed; one chicken received 50 mg. per 
day. The tumor-treated muscles were assayed for neoplastic 
growths in four experiments ranging from two to eight days 
after neoplastic implantation. A summary of the assay re­
sults over dilutions and assay periods for each experiment 
is given in Table 20, Part A. 
A total of l6o test chicks served in the analyses of the 
tumor-treated muscles. Of these, 28, 17.5 per cent, died 
with right pectoral neoplasms. No mortality occurred in the 
first and fourth experiments ; in the latter case cortisone 
was administered at 50 mg. per day. The second and third 
experiments, respectively, had right tumor deaths of 18.3 
and 42.5 per cent. 
Thirty to 40 days after the first injection of tumor-
muscle preparations surviving chicks received the challenge 
inoculation. Eighty of the 112 chicks challenged, 71.4 per 
cent, developed left pectoral tumors. 
Five of the fowls which had been given five grams of 
the RPL 12 neoplasm, also received 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per cent 
saline in the opposite pectoral muscles. The chick-assay 
Table 20. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following cortisone acetate 
treatments and the inoculation of avian lymphomatosis tumor 
tissue (1958, 1959) 
Test chicks challenged 
Test chicks inoculated with virulent tumor 
No. of Cortisone Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles mg./day Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
A. Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
cortisone-treated pectoral muscle cells in immune fowls 
1 40 8 days 30 0 0.0 26 19 73. 1 
3 40 2 days to 8 days 60 • 11 18.3 48 29 60. 4 
2 40 4 days to 8 days 40 17 42.5 8 5 62. 5 
1 50 8 days 30 0 0.0 30 27 90. 0 
7 lbO 28 17.5 112 m 71. 4 
B. Effects of in vivo contact of 10.0 cc. of O.85 per • cent saline 
with cortisone-treated pectoral muscle cells in immune fowls 
2 40 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 9 7 77. 8 
3 40 2 days to 8 days 50 0 0.0 48 35 72. 9 
5 70 0 0.0 57 ÏÏ2 73. 7 
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
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results of these muscles, In two experiments, are shown in 
Table 20, Part B. None of the 70 test chicks developed right 
tumors. However, following the challenge of 57 of these 
chicks, 42, 73-7 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. 
In chi square tests of independence of the results 
listed in Table 20, experiment, time period, and total mor­
talities were compared. Assays of the tumor-treated muscles 
demonstrated that the number of right neoplasms in the first 
experiment was significantly less than those in experiments 
two (X 2 = 4.7, P< 0.05) and three (X2 = 14.6, P< 0.01). 
The right tumors in experiment four were also significantly 
less than those in experiments two (X 2 = 4.7, P< 0.05) and 
three (X 2 = 14.6, P< 0.01). However, the number of right 
tumors in experiment three were significantly greater than 
the deaths in the second experiment (X 2 = 5.8, P< 0.02). 
The tumor-treated muscles had been tested for the 
presence of the avian neoplasm at 2, 4, and 8 days after 
implantation. For each of these respective periods the num­
ber of right tumors were : zero in 20 chicks ; 3 In 40 chicks, 
7.5 per cent; and 25 in 100 chicks, 25 per cent. Chi square 
tests of independence of right tumors at the three periods 
showed that significantly more neoplasms occurred at eight 
days than at two days (X 2 = 4.9, P< 0.05) and four days 
(X 2 =4.4, P< 0.05). No significant difference existed 
between the right tumors found at two and four days. 
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The total number of neoplasms which occurred in the 
assays of the seven tumor-treated muscles was significantly 
greater than the total mortality taking place in the tests 
of the saline-treated muscles (X 2 = 12.4, P < 0.01 ). How­
ever, the total number of left tumors observed in those 
chicks originally given tumor-muscle preparations was not 
significantly different from the total challenge mortality 
in chicks first receiving saline-muscle preparations (X 2 = 
0.02, PJ> 0.05). 
Prior to the inoculation of the tumor-treated muscles 
into the test chicks the muscles were diluted 1:5 and 1:20. 
At the 1:5 dilution a total of 16 of 80 chicks, 20 per cent, 
died with right pectoral tumors. The total right tumor mor­
tality at the 1:20 dilution was 12 of 8o test chicks, or 15 
per cent. Mortalities at the two dilutions were not signi­
ficantly different (X 2 = 0.39, P> 0.05). 
In vivo contact of immune muscle cells plus tumor in 
vehicle treated fowls Five immune fowls were inoculated 
with five grams of tumor 24 hours after the commencement of 
vehicle treatments. The tumor-treated muscles were assayed 
in three experiments four and eight days after neoplastic 
implantation. These assay results are given in Table 21, 
Part A. 
The percentages of mortality for the respective three 
replicates were : 36.7, 42.5 and 55 per cent. Of the 110 
Table 21. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following vehicle treatments3- and 
the inoculation of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue ( 195&, 1959 ) 
Test chicks challenged 
Test chicks inoculated with virulent tumor 
No. of Vehicle Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles cc./day Assay periods 1st test RTb cent 2nd test LTC cent 
A. Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor with vehicle-
treated pec Foral muscle cells from immune fowls 
1 0.8 8 days 30 ii 36.7 15 0 0.0 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 40 17 42.5 4 3 75.0 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 40 22 55.0 10 0 0.0 
5 110 50 45.4 29 3 10.3 
B. Effect of in vivo contact of 10.0 cc. of 0. 85 per cent saline with 
vehicle-treated pectoral muscle cells from immune fowls 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 14 13 92.9 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 8 6 75.0 
m 0 
0
 
0
 22 19 86.4 
aAqueous vehicle of cortisone acetate. 
bRight tumors. 
°Left tumors. 
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test chicks 50, 45.5 per cent, died with right pectoral 
tumors. 
Following the second inoculation of those chicks which 
survived an injection of tumor-muscle preparation 3 of 29, 
10.3 per cent, developed left pectoral tumors. 
Four, of the five fowls given.five grams of tumor also re­
ceived 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per cent saline in the opposite 
pectoral muscles. Shown in Table 21, Part B, are the assay 
findings of the saline-treated muscles. None of the 40 test 
chicks died with right pectoral tumors. However, 19 of the 
22 chicks challenged, 86.4 per cent, died with left pectoral 
tumors. 
The data recorded in Table 21 were submitted to chi 
square tests of independence. It was found that the number 
of right tumors in each experiment following the inoculation 
of tumor-treated muscles were not significantly different. 
Since the tumor-treated muscles were assayed at four 
and eight days after implantation, comparisons of the total 
number of right tumors at each of these periods were made. 
The number of right tumors at four days, 26 of 40 test 
chicks, 65 per cent, was significantly greater than the num­
ber at eight days, 24 of 70 test chicks, 34.3 per cent 
(X  2  =  8 .5 ,  p<  0.01).  
The total number of right tumors obtained in the tests 
of the tumor-treated muscles was significantly greater than 
that observed in the tests of the saline-treated muscles 
(X 2 = 25.3, P< 0.01). However, the total number of left 
tumors in chicks originally inoculated with tumor-muscle 
preparations was significantly less than the total challenge 
mortality in those chicks which first received saline-muscle 
preparations (% 2 = 26.4, P< 0.01 ). 
The tumor-treated muscles were diluted 1:5 and 1:20 
prior to their inoculation in the assay birds. At the 1:5 
dilution 25 of 55 chicks, 38.1 per cent, died with right 
pectoral tumors. At the 1:20 dilution a total of 55 chicks 
also had been treated, of which 29, 52.7 per cent, died with 
right pectoral tumors. The mortality difference between 
these two dilutions was not significant (X 2 = 1.8, P> 0.05). 
In vivo contact of non-immune muscle cells plus tumor 
in vehicle treated fowls Twelve non-immune fowls were 
inoculated with five grams of tumor 24 hours after the start 
of vehicle treatments. The tumor-treated muscles were 
assayed from two to eight days after implantation. A summary 
of the effects of vehicle on tumor growth is given in Table 
22, Part A. 
In the six experiments 260 chicks received tumor-muscle 
inoculations. Of these, 105, 40.4 per cent, died with right 
pectoral tumors. This mortality ranged from 6.7 per cent 
in experiment one to 82 per cent in experiment six. The 
number of right tumors in four of the experiments was less 
Table 22. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following vehicle treatments3- and 
the inoculation of avian lymphomatosis tumor tissue (1958, 1959) 
\ 
Test chicks challenged 
Test chicks inoculated with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles 
Vehicle 
cc ./day Assay periods 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead Per 
RTb cent 
Chicks No. dead 
2nd test LTC 
Per 
cent 
A. Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of . tumor tissue with 
vehicle -treated pectoral muscles in non-immune fowls 
1 0.8 8 days 30 2 6.7 27 1 3.7 
3 1.6 2 days to 8 days 6o 12 20.0 40 10 25.0 
3 1.6 2 days to 8 days 6o 17 28.3 43 19 44.3 
1 0.8 8 days 30 11 36.7 17 0 0.0 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 40 30 75.0 9 0 0.0 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 40 33 82.0 6 0 0.0 
12 260 105 40.4 142 30 21.1 
B. . Effect -of in vivo contact of 10.0 cc . of 0.85 per cent saline with 
vehicle -treated pectoral muscle cells in non-immune fowls 
3 1.6 2 days to 8 days 50 0 0.0 44 26 59.1 
3 1.6 2 days to 8 days 30 0 0.0 26 17 65.4 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 12 11 91.7 
2 1.6 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 8 8 100.0 
10 120 0 0.0 90 6? 68.9 
aAqueous vehicle of cortisone acetate. 
bRight tumors. 
cLeft tumors. 
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than 50 per cent ; two were 75 per cent or more. 
Ten of the 12 non-Immune fowls received 10.0 cc. of 0.85 
per cent saline in addition to five grams of tumor. The 
assay findings of the saline-treated muscles are given in 
Table 22, Part B. None of the 120 test chicks developed 
right pectoral tumors. However, 62 of the 90 chicks chal­
lenged, 68.9 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. 
In the chi square analyses of the experiment mortalities 
in test chicks following the inoculation of tumor-treated 
muscles considerable variation was found. The number of 
right tumors in experiment one was significantly less than 
the mortality in experiments, three, four, five, and six. In 
addition, the right tumors in experiments two, three, and 
four were each significantly less than that in experiments 
five and six. 
The total number of right tumors in test chicks at the 
two-day period amounted to two in 40 test chicks, or five 
per cent. At four days the mortality was 44 in 80 chicks, 
or 55 per cent, while at eight days 59 of 140 chicks, 42.1 
per cent, died with right pectoral tumors. While the right 
tumor deaths at two days were significantly less than those 
at four days (X 2 = 26.1-, P< 0.01 ) and eight days (X 2 = 
17.5, P< 0.01), the number of right tumor deaths at four 
days was not significantly' different from that at eight 
days (X 2 = 2.6, P> 0.05). 
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Chi square tests of independence of the total number of 
right tumors which occurred in the assays of tumor-treated 
muscles and in assays of saline-treated muscles revealed that 
the number of right tumors in the first case were signifi­
cantly greater than those in the second case 2 = 65.0, 
P < 0.01). It was also found that following the challenge 
tests significantly more left tumors were observed in the 
chicks first inoculated with saline-muscle preparations than 
in those chicks which had originally received tumor-muscle 
preparations (X 2  = 50.5 ,  P< 0 .01) .  
Prior to the inoculation of the tumor-treated muscles 
into the test chicks the muscles were diluted 1:5 and 1:20. 
At the 1:5 dilution 130 test chicks were treated ; 53 of these, 
4-0.8 per cent, died with right pectoral neoplasms. At the 
1:20 dilution 130 chicks were also inoculated, of which 52,  
40 per cent, died with right pectoral tumors. Mortality 
differences between the two dilutions were not significant. 
Besides intracomparisons of the data in Tables 20,  21,  
and 22, intercomparisons were made in the following respects : 
(l) total right pectoral muscle tumors in the assay chicks 
following the inoculation of tumor-treated muscles ; (2) total 
- number of right pectoral muscles tumors within and between 
assay periods following the inoculation of tumor-treated 
muscles ; (3) total number of left pectoral muscle tumors in 
chicks originally inoculated with tumor-treated muscles ; 
(4) total number of right pectoral muscle tumors in the assay 
chicks' following the inoculation of saline-treated muscles; 
and (5) total number of left pectoral tumors in chicks first 
inoculated with saline-treated muscles. 
Right tumors in test chicks following in vivo incubation 
of tumor tissue with pectoral muscle cells 
Total mortality In the tests of tumor-treated 
muscles from immune fowls given cortisone 28 of l6o chicks 
developed tumors, or 17.5 per cent, Table 20, Part A. In the 
case of the immune fowls administered vehicle 50 of 110 
chicks, 45.4 per cent, died with right pectoral neoplasms, 
Table 21, Part A. In the tests of the muscles from non­
immune fowls treated with vehicle 105 of 260 chicks, 40.4 
per cent, died with tumors, Table 22, Part A. The chicks 
which died after the inoculation of muscles from immune fowls 
treated with cortisone were significantly less than the num­
ber of chicks which died after their injection with muscles 
from vehicle-treated immune fowls (X 2 = 33.0, P< 0.01) 
and vehicle-treated non-immune fowls (X 2 = 50.1, P< 0.01 ). 
The difference in chick mortality in the case of immune and 
non-immune fowls administered vehicle was not significant 
( x =  =  2 . 5 ,  p >  0 . 0 5 ) .  
Time period mortality The percentages of tumors 
at two, four, and eight days in the tests of tumor-muscle 
combinations from cortisone-treated immune fowls were 
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respectively: zero, 7.5, and. 25 per cent. Chicks inocu­
lated. with tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-treated immune 
fowls showed mortalities of 65 per cent at four days and 34.3 
per cent at eight days. In the assays of tumor-muscle pre­
parations from vehicle-treated non-immune fowls the 
respective numbers of chicks developing tumors at two, four, 
and eight days were : 2 of 40 chicks, five per cent ; 44 of 
80 chicks, 55 per cent; and 59 of 140 chicks, 42.1 per cent. 
Chi square tests of independence of the right pectoral tumors 
in each of the foregoing cases were calculated. The signi­
ficant chi square values obtained in these tests have been 
recorded in Table 23. 
When the pectoral muscles from vehicle-treated immune 
and non-immune fowls had been tested at four days signifi­
cantly more chicks died with tumors than when pectoral 
muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls were tested at 
two, four, and eight days. Muscles from vehicle-treated 
immune and non-immune fowls tested at eight days after tumor 
implantation showed significantly more right tumors than 
occurred at the two and four-day periods in the assays of 
muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls. Thus, for the 
most part, significantly fewer right tumors were obtained in 
the assays of muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls 
than occurred in the assays of muscles from vehicle-treated 
immune and non-immune fowls. 
Table 23. Tests of independence of attributes : number of chicks dead with 
right pectoral muscle tumors and assay periods in the assays of 
pectoral muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls, vehicle-
treated immune fowls, and vehicle-treated non-immune fowls 
inoculated with five grams of the avian tumor 
Assay periods within and between the various fowl treatments 
showing larger chick mortalities in tests of tumor-treated muscles 
Significant chl squares 
Immune: cortisone Immune : vehicle Non-immune : vehicle 
Periods compared 2 days 4 days 8 days 4 days 8 days 2 days 4 days 8 days 
2 days 20.4 7.7 17.5 11.6 
Immune : 
cortisone 4 days 26.2 8.5 23.3 15.0 
8 days 7.6 4.8 
4 days 
Immune : 
vehicle 8 days 5.7 
2 days 11.4 29.1 10.5 
Non-immune : 
vehicle 4 days 
8 days 5.6 
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Left tumors following challenge of chicks originally 
inoculated with tumor-muscle preparations .One hundred and 
twelve chicks which were first inoculated with tumor-muscle 
preparations from cortisone-treated immune fowls received 
the challenge injection. Of these, 80, 71.4 per cent, died 
with left pectoral neoplasms. When the first inoculation 
consisted of muscles from vehicle-treated immune fowls 3 of 
29 chicks, 10.3 per cent, developed left tumors after the 
challenge. Of the 142 chicks receiving the second inocula­
tion after their injection of muscles from vehicle-treated 
non-immune fowls 30, 21.1 per cent, died with left tumors. 
Chi square test of independence of these three challenge 
mortalities were calculated. 
Significantly more left tumors occurred in those chicks 
which originally received muscles from cortisone-treated 
fowls than was found in the chicks which had first received 
muscles from vehicle-treated immune fowls (X 2 = 33.0, 
P < 0.01 ) and vehicle-treated non-immune fowls (X 2 = 63.9, 
P < 0.01 ). The mortality difference between the chicks 
which were first inoculated with muscles from vehicle-treated 
immune fowls and those first inoculated with muscles from 
vehicle-treated non-immune fowls was not significantly dif­
ferent (X 2 = 1.2, P > 0.05). 
Right tumors in test chicks following in vivo incuba­
tion of saline with pectoral muscle cells In the assays 
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of the saline-treated muscles from fowls which had been ad­
ministered cortisone or vehicle none of the chicks died with 
right pectoral tumors. The numbers of chicks Used in each 
case have been listed in Part B of Tables 20, 21 and 22. 
Left tumors following challenge of chicks originally 
inoculated with saline-muscle preparations Fifty-seven 
chicks originally inoculated with muscles from cortisone-
treated immune fowls were challenged. Of these, 42, 73.7 
per cent, died with left tumors. When the original inocula­
tion consisted of muscles from vehicle-treated immune fowls 
19 of 22 chicks challenged, 86.4 per cent, developed left 
pectoral tumors. Of the 90 chicks which first received 
muscles from vehicle-treated non-immune fowls 62, 68.9 per 
cent, died with left tumors. Chi square tests of independence 
of the mortalities following the challenge in these three 
cases revealed no significant differences. 
In summary of the results obtained following the assays 
of muscles from fowls administered cortisone and the vehicle 
of cortisone the following were observed: (l) the total 
number of right pectoral muscle tumors in chicks receiving 
tumor-treated muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls 
was significantly less than the total number of right tumors 
in chicks receiving tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-
treated immune and vehicle-treated non-immune fowls; 
(2) assays of tumor-treated muscles from cortisone-treated 
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Immune fowls at two, four and eight days resulted in each 
period in significantly fewer right tumors than occurred in 
the assays of tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-treated 
immune fowls at four days, or than occurred in the assays 
of tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-treated non-immune 
fowls at four days ; (3) assays of tumor-treated muscles from 
cortisone-treated immune fowls at two and four days resulted 
in each period in significantly fewer right tumors than 
occurred in the assays of tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-
treated. immune fowls at eight days, or than occurred in the 
assays of tumor-treated muscles from vehicle-treated non­
immune fowls at eight days ; (4) significantly more left 
tumors developed in chicks originally inoculated with tumor-
treated muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls than 
occurred in chicks which first received tumor-treated muscles 
from vehicle-treated immune and non-immune fowls ; (5) none 
of the chicks inoculated with saline-treated muscles from 
immune and non-immune fowls developed right pectoral tumors ; 
(6) the challenge results of chicks which first received 
saline-treated muscles from cortisone-treated immune fowls, 
vehicle-treated immune fowls, and vehicle-treated non-immune 
fowls were not significantly different ; (7) the total number 
of left tumors which occurred in chicks originally inoculated 
with tumor-treated, pectoral muscles from cortisone-treated 
immune fowls was not significantly different from the left 
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rumors obtained in chicks which were first given saline-
muscle preparations from cortisone-treated immune fowls ; 
(8) the total number of left tumors which occurred in chicks 
originally inoculated with tumor-treated muscles from 
vehicle-treated non-immune fowls was significantly less than 
the left tumors obtained in chicks which were first given 
saline-muscle preparations from vehicle-treated immune fowls ; 
and (9) the total number of left tumors which occurred in 
chicks originally inoculated with tumor-treated muscles from 
vehicle-treated non-immune fowls was significantly less than 
the left tumors obtained in chicks which were first given 
saline-muscle preparations from vehicle-treated non-immune 
fowls. 
Effects of in vivo contact of five grams of tumor tissue with 
pectoral muscle cells in whole-body X-irradiated and cortisone-
treated immune fowls 
Immune muscle cells plus tumor, 300 r X-irradiatlon and 
cortisone Twenty-four hours after 300 r whole-body X-
irradiation, and the commencement of cortisone treatments of 
4-0 mg. per day, four immune fowls were inoculated with five 
grams of tumor. Assays of the tumor-treated muscles in two 
replicates took place at two, four and eight days following 
implantation of the neoplasm. The results of this experi­
ment are recorded, in Table 24, Part A. 
Table 24. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles from immune fowls treated with 
whole-body X-irradiation, cortisone acetate, and avian 
lymphomatosis tumor tissue (1958, 1959) 
Test chicks challenged 
Test chicks inoculated with virulent tumor 
Expt. No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
no. muscles Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LT*3 cent 
1 A. Pectoral muscles inoculated with five grams of tumor 24 hours 
following 300 r whole-body X-irradiation and the commencement 
of cortisone treatments of 40 mg. per day 
1 3 2 days to 8 days ' 60 5 8.3 53 36 67.9 
2 1 8 days 30 4 13.3 25 0 • 0. 0 
90 9 10.0 78 35 46. 2 
B. Pectoral muscles inoculated with five grams of tumor 24 hours 
following 400 r whole-body X-irradiatlon and the commencement 
of cortisone treatments of 40 mg. per day 
1 1 8 days 30 10 33.3 19 0 0. 0 
2 2 4 days to 8 days 40 37 92.5 2 0 0. 0 
3 70 Vf 67.1 21 0 0. 0 
C. Pectoral muscles inoculated with 10.0 cc. of O.85 per cent saline 
24 hours following 300 r or 400 r whole-body X-irradiation and the 
commencement of cortisone treatments of 40 mg. per day 
1 3C 2 days to 8 days 30 0 0.0 23 14 60. 9 
2 2d 4 days to 8 days 20 0 0.0 10 7 70. 0 
5 . 55 0 0.0 33 21 63. 6 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
cFrom fowls exposed to 300 r. 
^From fowls exposed to 400 r. 
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A total of yu test chicks received inoculations of the 
tumor-muscle preparations; nine of these, 10 per cent, died 
with right pectoral tumors. The percentages of mortality in 
the two replicates were respectively 8.3 and 13.3 per cent. 
Mortality differences between the two replicates were not 
significant (X 2 = 0.14, P> 0.05). 
Seventy-eight chicks received the challenge inoculation. 
Thirty-six of these, 46.2 per cent, died with left pectoral 
neoplasms. 
Immune muscle cells plus tumor, 400 r X-irradiation, 
and cortisone Three immune chickens were inoculated with 
five grams of tumor 24 hours after exposure to 400 r whole-
body X-irradiation and the commencement of 40 mg. of cortisone 
per day treatments. The tumor-treated muscles were assayed 
in two replicate four and eight days following tumor implanta­
tion. A summary of the test results are given in Table 24, 
Part.B. 
Seventy chicks were inoculated with the tumor-muscle 
preparations. Right pectoral tumors developed in 47 chicks, 
or 67.I per cent. In the first experiment the mortality was 
33.3 per cent, and in the second, 92.5 per cent. The differ­
ence in mortality between these two replicates was signifi­
cant (X 2 = 24.6, P< 0.01). 
In the challenge tests 21 chicks were reinoculated. 
None of these died with left pectoral tumors. 
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Immune muscle cell plus saline, X-irradiation, and 
cortisone Three of the fowls exposed to 300 r and two 
fowls exposed to 400 r whole-body X-irradiation and 40 mg. 
of cortisone were each inoculated with 10.0 cc. of 0.85 per 
cent saline in the muscles opposite those treated with five 
grams of tumor. Upon assay, none of the chicks inoculated 
with the saline-muscle preparation died with right pectoral 
neoplasm. These results are shown in Table 24, Part C. 
In the second inoculation of chicks previously injected 
with saline-treated muscles a total of 21 of 33 chicks, 63.6 
per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. 
The total number of right tumors observed in the assays 
of tumor-muscle preparations from fowls exposed to 400 r, 
47 of 70 chicks, was significantly greater than the right 
tumors seen in chicks given tumor-treated muscles from fowls 
exposed to 300 r, 9 of 90 chicks (X2 = 5^.0, P< 0.01). 
At two, four, and eight days in the assays of tumor-
treated muscles from chickens exposed to 300 r the respective 
mortalities were : 15.0, 10.0, and 8.0 per cent. In the 
tests of the tumor-treated muscles from fowls exposed to 
400 r the respective mortalities at four and eight days were 
95.0 and 56.O per cent. Chi square tests of independence of 
the right tumors at each assay period were calculated within 
and between the various fowl treatments. The significant 
chi square values obtained in these comparisons have been 
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Table 2^. Tests or independence of attributes : number of 
chicks dead with right pectoral tumors and assays 
periods in the assays of pectoral muscles from 
immune fowls treated with 300 r or 400 r whole-
body X-irradiation, 40 mg. of cortisone per day, 
and five grams of tumor 
Assay periods within and between the various fowl 
treatments showing larger chick mortalities in 
tests of tumor-treated muscles 
Significant chi squares 
Periods ElZ Ï22_E 
compared 2 days 4 days 8 days 4 days 8 days 
2 days 22.73 8.14 
300 r 4 days 25.66 10.54 
8 days 45.15 24.31 
4 days 
400 r 
8 days 8.16 
recorded in Table 25. 
Within the 300 r treatment the numbers of right tumors 
occurring at each of the three assay periods were not signi­
ficantly different. Significantly more right tumors developed 
at four days than at eight days in chicks receiving tumor-
muscle preparations from fowls exposed to 400 r irradiation. 
The mortalities at four and eight days in the test of 
muscles from 400 r irradiated fowls were each significantly 
greater.than those which occurred at two, four, and eight 
days in the assays of muscles from fowls exposed to 300 r 
irradiation. 
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Chi square tests of independence were also calculated 
between the right tumor mortalities which occurred in the 
tests of tumor-treated muscles and saline-treated muscles. 
When fowls were treated with 300 r the assays of tumor-
muscle preparations did not significantly show more right 
tumors than occurred in the tests of the saline-muscle pre­
parations (X_ 2 = 2.0, P> 0.05). However, when fowls were 
treated with 4-00 r the tests of tumor-treated muscles 
demonstrated significantly more right tumors than occurred 
in assays of saline-treated muscles (X 2 = 25.5# P< 0.01). 
Comparisons of the challenge results showed that signi­
ficantly fewer left tumors occurred in chicks previously in­
oculated with tumor-muscle preparation from the 400 r 
treated fowls than found in the chicks previously injected 
with tumor-muscle preparations from 300 r treated fowls 
(X 2 = 13-3, P<Z 0.01 ), and then found in chicks previously 
inoculated with saline-muscle preparations from irradiated 
fowls (X 2 = 19-3, P < 0.01). The number of left tumors in 
chicks which had received tumor-muscle preparations from 
fowls exposed to 300 r irradiation was not significantly dif­
ferent from that observed in chicks pre-treated with saline-
muscle preparations from irradiated fowls (X 2 = 2.2, P> 
0.05). 
Prior to the inoculation of the tumor-treated muscles 
into the test chicks all muscles were diluted 1:5 and 1:20. 
I l l  
In the case of fowls exposed Lu 300 r une cotai mortality 
at the 1:5 dilution was 3 in 45 chicks, or 6.7 per cent ; at 
the 1:20 dilution 6 of 45 chicks, 13.3 per cent, died with 
right pectoral tumors. Mortality differences between these 
two dilutions were not significant (pC 2 = 0.49, P> 0.05). 
When the irradiation was 400 r the total mortality at the 
1:5 dilution was 24 in 35 chicks, 68.6 per cent ; at the 1:20 
dilution 23 of 35 chicks, 65.7 per cent, developed right 
pectoral tumors. Again the dilution mortalities were not 
significantly different (X 2 = zero). 
In summary of the combined effects of whole body X-
irradiation and cortisone acetate on in vivo contact of tumor 
cells with pectoral muscle cells the following were observed: 
(1) the total number of right pectoral tumors found in assay 
chicks inoculated with tumor-muscle preparations was signi­
ficantly larger when the muscles originated in fowls exposed 
to 400 r than 300 r irradiation; (2) no significant differ­
ences were observed between time period mortalities in the 
assays of tumor-treated muscles from fowls exposed to 300 r 
irradiation; (3) significantly more right tumors occurred at 
the four-day than at the eight-day period in the tests of 
tumor-treated muscles from fowls exposed to 400 r; (4) sig­
nificantly more right tumors occurred at the four and eight 
day periods in the assays of tumor-treated muscles from 
fowls exposed to 400 r than occurred at 2, 4, and 8 days 
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in the assays of tumor-treated muscles from fowls exposed 
to 300 r; (5) no significant differences were observed be­
tween the number of right tumors which developed in the 
assays of tumor-treated muscles from 300 r irradiated fowls 
and the number of right tumors found in the assays of saline-
treated muscles from irradiated fowls ; (6) significantly more 
right tumors occurred in the assays of tumor-treated muscles 
from 400 r irradiated fowls than was found in the assays of 
saline-treated muscles from irradiated fowls; (7) the number 
of left tumors which occurred in chicks previously treated 
with tumor-muscle preparations from 400 r irradiated fowls 
was significantly less than observed in chicks previously 
inoculated with tumor-muscle preparations from 300 r 
irradiated birds, or saline-muscle preparations from 
irradiated fowls; (8) the number of left tumors which 
occurred in chicks previously treated with tumor-muscle pre­
parations from 300 r irradiated fowls was not significantly 
different from that observed in chicks previously inoculated 
with saline-muscle preparations from irradiated fowls. 
It was also found that mortality differences between 
the 1:5 and 1:20 dilutions were not significant. 
Treatment Comparisons 
Tumor growth in immune and non-immune muscles submitted to 
various treatments 
The data given in Tables 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 
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.21, 22, and 24 have been summarized to form Tables 26 and 27. 
In Table 26, Part A, are listed the total number of test 
chicks inoculated in the various tests of in vivo incubated 
immune pectoral muscles plus one or five grams of tumor 
tissue. A total of 120 immune pectoral muscles have been 
tested. Each type of treatment had been repeated more than 
once, and the assay periods per experiment ranged from one 
interval at eight days to eight Intervals extending from two 
hours to 64 days after tumor implantation. A minimum of 20 
and a maximum of 60 chicks were used at each period, 20 to 
30 chicks being used most frequently. The pectoral muscles 
employed at each assay period were diluted prior to inocula­
tion into the test chicks. Since dilution mortalities within 
each experiment were not significant except in one case, the 
dilution facet of the experiment will not be considered in 
the following comparisons. 
The fifth column of Table 26, Part A, shows the number 
of test chicks that died after the first inoculation with 
right pectoral tumors. On a percentage basis the range in 
mortality was from 4.0 per cent in the one gram group of 
chicks to 45.4 per cent in the 5 gram-vehicle group. 
The seventh column shows the number of chicks in each 
treatment group that received the challenge inoculation. 
This test consisted of virulent tumor tissue only. 
Column eight shows the number of chicks in each treatment 
Table 26. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles from fowls following their treatment 
with avian tumor tissue, X-irradiation, cortisone, and the vehicle of 
cortisone: summary of results in Tables 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, Part A, 
21, Part A, and 24, Parts A and B (1957, 1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inoculated Test chicks challenged 
with muscles plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles Tumor Other 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead 
RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LT° 
Per 
cent 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
44 1 g. 795 32 4.0 608 376 6l. 8 
25 5 g. 470 105 22.3 284 179 63.0 
18 5 g. whole-body 
irradiation 
430 164 38.1 200 73 36.5 
14 5 g. partial-body 
irradiation 
390 62 15.9 307 169 55.0 
7 5 g. cortisone 160 28 17.5 112 80 71.4 
5 5 g. vehicle 110 50 45.4 29 3 10.3 
7 5 g. whole-body 
irradiation; 
cortisone 
160 
25I5 
56 
497 
35.0 
19.8 
99 
1639 
36 
916 . 
36.4 
55.9 
aRight tumors. 
^Left Tumors. 
Table 26 (continued) 
Test chicks inoculated Test chicks challenged 
Treatment ' with muscles plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks Nc >. dead Per 
muscles Tumor Other 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
B. Pectoral muscles of non-immune fowls plus virulent tumor cells 
39 1 g. 690 263 38.1 324 162 50.0 
29 5 g. 590 309 52.4 211 32 15.2 
12 5 g. vehicle 260 105 40.4 142 30 21.1 
35 1540 b?7 44.0 677 224 33.1 
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group that developed tumors in the left pectoral muscles 
after the challenge inoculation. These mortalities ranged 
from 10.3 per cent in the 5 gram-vehicle group to 71.4 per 
cent in the 5 gram-cortisone group of chicks. 
Table 26, Part B, is a summary of the results obtained 
for 80 non-immune pectoral muscle tissues tested in con­
junction with the immune pectoral tissues shown in Table 
26, Part A. 
The range in percentage of mortality from growths of 
right pectoral muscles tumors, as shown in the fifth column, 
Table 26, Part B, was from 38.1 per cent in the one gram 
group of chicks to 52.4 per cent in the 5 gram group of 
birds. Six hundred and seventy-seven, 44.0 per cent, of the 
1540 chicks that received the first inoculation developed 
right pectoral muscle tumors. Six hundred and seventy-seven 
birds received the challenge test, 224 of which developed 
tumors in the left pectoral muscles, or 33.1 per cent. 
Table 27 is a summary of the assay results obtained for 
immune and non-immune pectoral muscles treated with 0.85 per 
cent saline. In the tests of 66 immune pectoral muscles, 
Table 27, Part A, none of the 680 chicks died with right 
pectoral tumors after the first inoculation. Of the 513 
birds that were given a second inoculation 346, 67.4 per 
cent, developed left pectoral neoplasms. 
As shown in Table 2 J ,  Part B, 40 non-immune pectoral 
Table 27. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles from fowls following their treatment 
with 0.85 per cent saline, X-irradiation, cortisone, and the vehicle 
of cortisone: summary of total mortalities in Tables 3, 8, 12, 17, 
20, Part B, 21, Part B, 22, Part B, and 24, Part C (1957, 1958, 1959) 
Test chicks inoculated Test chicks challenged 
Treatment with muscles plus saline with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles Saline Other 
Chicks No 
1st test 
. dead 
RTa 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LT 
Per 
cent 
A. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 26, Part A 
22 2.0 cc. 190 0 0.0 139 78 56.1 
13 10.0 cc. 130 0 0.0 98 64 65.3 
12 10.0 cc. whole-body 
irradiation 
150 0 0.0 121 94 77.7 
5 10.0 cc. partial-body 
irradiation 
50 0 0.0 43 28 65.I 
5 10.0 cc. cortisone 70 0 0.0 57 42 73.7 
4 10.0 cc. vehicle 40 0 0.0 22 19 86.4 
5 10.0 cc. whole-body 
irradiation; 
cortisone 
50 0 0.0 33 21 63.6 
66 6b0 0 0.0 513 346 67.4 
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
Table 27 (continued) 
Test chicks inoculated Test chicks challenged 
Treatment with muscles plus saline with virulent tumor 
No. of 
muscles Saline Other 
Chicks No 
1st test 
. dead 
RTa • 
Per 
cent 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead 
LTb 
Per 
cent 
B. Saline injected left pectoral muscles of Table 2 6 ,  Part B 
1 5  2 . 0 0  cc. 1 1 5  1  0.9 82 5 4  65 .8  
1 5  1 0 . 0  cc. 170 9  5 . 3  1 1 9  90 7 5 . 6  
1 0  1 0 . 0  cc. vehicle 120 0  0.0 90 62  6 8 . 9  
m 4 0 5  I Ô  2 . 5  291 206 70.0 
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muscles were tested in 405 chicks. Ten of these, 2.5 per 
cent, died with right pectoral tumors. Following the second 
inoculation of 291 birds, 206, 70.8 per cent, developed left 
pectoral neoplasms. 
Pertaining to the immune and non-immune data within 
Tables 26 and 27, comparisons were made within and between 
Parts A and B with respect to right pectoral tumors and left 
pectoral tumors. The- total numbers of chicks involved in 
these two areas were also compared. These comparisons were 
made first on the material in Table 27 and then on the data 
in Table 26. The results between the saline and tumor assays 
were then analyzed. 
Assays of saline-treated muscles As shown in Table 
27 none of the chicks inoculated with muscles from immune 
fowls died with right pectoral tumors. However, in two of 
the three groups of chicks given non-immune muscles a total 
of 10 chicks developed right pectoral neoplasms. The mor­
tality in the 10.0 cc. group was significantly greater than 
that in the 2.0 cc. (X 2 = 4.1, P< 0.05) and vehicle group 
(X 2 = 4.9, P< 0.05). The one right tumor in the 2.0 cc. 
group was not significantly different from the zero mortality 
in the vehicle group of chicks. 
Comparisons of the total right tumor mortalities in 
the assays of the immune and non-immune muscles demonstrated 
a significant difference (X 2 = 14.4, P< 0.01). 
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Comparisons between the challenge mortalities in the 
seven immune groups revealed three significant differences. 
The left tumors in the 2.0 cc. group of chicks was signifi­
cantly less than that in the whole body irradiation group 
(X 2 = 12.5, P< 0.01), the cortisone group (X2 = 4.5, 
P < 0.05), and the vehicle group ("X. 2 = 6.0, P< 0.02). No 
other challenge results were significantly different. 
None of the left tumor deaths in each of the three non­
immune groups of chicks were significantly different. How­
ever, the 56.I per cent of left tumors which occurred in the 
immune 2.0 cc. group of birds was significantly less than 
the 75-6 per cent mortality in the non-immune 10.0 cc. group 
(X 2 = 9-9, P< 0.01). Intercomparisons between the six 
other immune and the three non-immune groups of chicks 
showed no significant differences in the numbers of chicks 
which developed left pectoral tumors. 
The total left tumor frequencies between the immune and 
non-immune treated chicks were not significantly different 
( X 2  =  0 . 8 2 ,  p >  0 . 0 5 ) .  
In the foregoing analysis of the assay results of 
saline-treated immune and non-immune muscles very few signi­
ficant differences were found. The only significant compari­
son that may be of importance pertains to the right tumor 
mortalities in the non-immune treated chicks. 
As for the challenge findings the percentages of left 
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tumors within and between immune and non-immune treated 
chicks show few, if any, real differences. This indicates 
that the immune-treated assay chicks did not acquire passive 
or active immunity to the second inoculation as far as the 
saline-muscle preparations were concerned. The challenge 
results for each group of immune and non-immune-treated 
chicks may then be used as the expected challenge mortalities 
for the homologous groups of chicks treated with tumor-
muscle preparations. 
Assays of tumor-treated muscles The percentages of 
right pectoral tumors in the tests of muscles from immune 
and non-immune fowls, Table 26, show considerable variation 
between the various treatments. The following hypothesis 
was proposed: that the numbers of right pectoral tumors 
which occurred within and between the seven immune and the 
three non-immune groups of chicks were independent of the 
treatment which each group received. The significant chi 
squares obtained in these tests have been recorded in Table 
28. 
In summary of the more important comparisons of the 
right pectoral tumor data the following were observed : 
(1) mortality in the immune 1 gram group of chicks was 
significantly less than in the immune 5 gram and non-immune 
1 gram and 5 grams groups of birds ; (2) right pectoral tumors 
in the immune 5 gram group of chicks were significantly less 
Table 28. Treatments In the assays of pectoral muscles from Immune and non-immune 
fowls In which there were fewer right tumors than in corresponding 
treatments 
Immune fowls Non-immune fowls 
Treatments 
compared 
5 g. 5 g. 
whole- partial-
1  g .  5  g .  
body 
x-ray 
body 
x-ray 
5 g. 
corti- 5 g. 
sone vehicle 
5  g .  
whole-
body 
x-ray, 
corti­
sone 
5  g .  
vehicle 
Immune fowls 
1 g. 
5 g. 101.9 
5 g., whole 239.1 
body x-ray 
5  g . ,  
partial-
body x-ray 
5  g .  ,  
cortisone 
5  g . ,  
vehicle 
5  g . ,  
whole body 
x-ray, 
cortisone 
48.9 
26.0 
38.8 
196.3 23.2 
149.1 9.4 
5.2 
49.6 21.7 
41.4 23.4 
23.4 11.8 
Table 28 (continued) 
Immune fowls Non-immune fowls 
5 g. 
whole-
5 g. 5 g. body 
whole - partial- 5 g. x-ray, 
Treatments body body corti- 5 g. corti­ 5 g. 
compared 1 g. 5 g. x-ray x-ray sone vehicle sone 1 g. 5 g. vehicle 
Non-immune 
1 g. 267.5 31.4 57.4 23.6 
5 S. 423.9 97.9 19.7 131.2 60.5 14.5 25.6 9.9 
5 g., 226.0 25.7 47.7 23.2 
vehicle 
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than in the non-immune 1 gram and 5 gram groups ; (3) mor­
tality in the whole body irradiation group of birds was sig­
nificantly greater than found in the immune 5 gram, partial 
body irradiation, and cortisone groups, but was not signi­
ficantly different from the immune-vehicle, irradiation-
cortisone, or the non-immune-vehicle groups, and was signi­
ficantly less than in the non-Immune 5 gram group ; (4) right 
tumors in the partial body irradiation group of chicks were 
significantly fewer than in the immune and non-immune 5 gram 
group;; and the whole body irradiation group; (5) mortality 
in the cortisone group of birds was not significantly differ­
ent from that in the immune 5 gram group, but was signifi­
cantly less than in the following : whole body irradiation, 
immune-vehicle, irradiation-cortisone, non-immune 5 grams 
and non-immune-vehicle groups ; (6) vehicle treatment of 
immune fowls resulted in significantly more right tumors 
than occurred in the immune 5 gram and cortisone groups, but 
this mortality was not significantly different from that 
observed in the non-immune 5 gram and vehicle groups ; 
(7) mortality in the irradiation-cortisone group of chicks 
was significantly greater than in the immune 5 gram and 
cortisone groups, but was significantly less than in the 
non-immune 5 gram group, and was not significantly different 
from the right tumors in the whole body irradiation and 
immune and non-immune vehicle groups ; and (8) within the 
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three non-immune groups of chicks the mortality in the 5 
gram group was significantly greater than in the 1 gram and 
vehicle groups. 
A chi square test of independence also revealed that the 
total number of right pectoral tumors which developed in the 
tests of 120 immune pectoral muscles was significantly less 
than that obtained in the assays of 80 non-immune muscles 
(X2 = 270.8, PC .01). 
The numbers of left pectoral tumors obtained in each 
group of chicks originally treated with tumor-muscle pre­
parations, Table 26, were compared in chi square tests of 
independence with those observed in each homologous group of 
chicks first injected with saline-muscle preparations, Table 
27. 
The following groups of immune treated chicks had sig­
nificantly fewer left tumors than the corresponding groups 
which were given saline-muscle preparations : whole body 
irradiation (X 2 = 49.6, P< 0.01), vehicle (X 2 = 26.4, 
P< 0.01), and the irradiation-cortisone group (X 2 = 7.8, 
P< 0.01). The four other comparisons showed no signifi­
cant differences. However, the total number of left tumors 
was significantly less than the total number in chicks first 
inoculated with saline-treated muscles (X 2 = 17.6, P< 0.01). 
Each of the three non-immune groups of chicks had 
significantly fewer left pectoral neoplasms than in the 
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homologous saline-treated, groups : 1 gram ( X  *  =  6 . 0 ,  P < 
0.02), 5 grams (X 2 = 116.8, P< 0.01), and vehicle groups 
(X 2 = 49.7, P< 0.01). Also, the total number of left 
tumors was significantly less than that in chicks first in­
oculated with saline-muscle preparations ( X  2  =  1 1 5 . 7 ,  P <  
0.01). 
In a chi square test of independence of the total left 
pectoral neoplasms in the immune and non-immune tumor-muscle 
treated chicks the mortality in the immune-treated birds was 
significantly greater than in the non-immune treated chicks 
( X  =  =  9 8 . 7 ,  P <  0 . 0 1 ) .  
From the foregoing analysis it appears that three of the 
groups of test chicks employed in the assays of immune 
pectoral muscles, and the three groups used in the assays 
of non-immune pectoral muscles, had developed some resistance 
to the challenge: the whole-body irradiation, vehicle, and 
whole-body irradiation-cortisone groups. 
The foregoing analyses have dealt with the total first 
and second inoculation results in the assays of immune and 
non-immune tumor-treated pectoral muscles. Because these 
total findings may be greatly influenced by the in vivo 
incubation time during which the tumor tissue and pectoral 
muscle cells were in contact in vivo the mortality and 
survival at each assay period has also been analyzed. 
12? 
Tumor growth In immune and non-immune muscles when muscle 
cells and tumor cells were in vivo incubated for various 
lengths of time 
The assay results in the tests of immune and non-immune 
tumor-treated pectoral muscles at each of the respective 
eight test periods have been summarized in Tables 29 through 
33. 
Two hours Immune and non-immune muscles tested for 
neoplastic activity two hours after tumor implantation had 
been subjected to two treatments consisting of one and five 
grams of the avian neoplasm. The assay results are given 
in Table 29. 
First inoculation In the immune one gram group 
of chicks 19.2 per cent died with right pectoral tumors. 
This mortality was significantly less than the 46.7 per cent 
right pectoral tumors in the immune 5 gram group (X 2 = 13.6, 
P < 0.01), and the 35.0 per cent mortality in the non-immune 
5 gram group (X 2 = 4.6, P< 0.05), but was not significantly 
different from the 20 per cent right tumors in the non­
immune one gram group. 
The numbers of right pectoral neoplasms in the immune 
five gram group of birds was significantly larger than that 
in the non-immune one gram group (X 2 = 12.6, P< 0.01), but 
was not significantly different from that which occurred in 
the non-immune 5 gram group of chicks. Right tumor deaths 
Table 29. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles two hours and one day after their 
treatment with avian tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscles Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles Treatment Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus tumor 
8 1 g. 2 hrs. 120 23 19.2 75 32 42.7 
4 5 g. 2 hrs. 60 28 46.7 27 8 29.6 
I? T85 5T 28.3 102 m 39.2 
8 1 g. 1 day 120 4 3.3 93 52 55.9 
4 5 g. 1 day 60 7 11.7 41 30 73.2 
12 180 11 6.1 134 32 61.2 
B. Pectoral muscles from non--immune fowls plus tumor 
8 1 g. 2 hrs. 120 24 20.0 72 37 51.4 
4 5 g. 2 hrs. 60 21 35.0 32 7 21.7 
12 1WÙ 25.0 104 W 42.3 
8 1 g. 1 day 120 36 30.0 31 53.4 
4 5 g. 1 day 60 30 50.0 18 0 0.0 
12 180 65 36.7 76 31 40.8 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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in the non-immune five gram group were significantly greater 
than those in the non-immune one gram group of chicks (?C 2 = 
4.03, P< 0.05). 
Fifty-one of the l80 chicks inoculated with tumor-
treated muscles from immune fowls, 28.3 per cent, died with 
right pectoral tumors. The total mortality in the assays of 
tumor-muscle preparations from non-immune fowls amounted to 
45 in l80 test chicks, or 25 per cent. The difference be­
tween these two results was not significant (X 2 = 0.36, 
P> 0.05). 
Challenge inoculation Over both immune-treated 
groups of chicks 40 of 102 chicks given the second inocula­
tion, 39.2 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. In the 
case of the non-immune treated chicks 42.3 per cent of 104 
birds, 44, died with left pectoral neoplasms. These 
mortality differences were not significant. 
One day Listed in Table 29 are the assay results 
obtained one day after implantation of one and five grams 
of the avian tumor into immune and non-immune fowls. These 
were the two treatments studied at this time: one and five 
grams of tumor. 
First inoculation The number of tumors which 
occurred in the immune one gram group of chicks was not 
significantly less than that observed in the immune five gram 
group, but was significantly less than the tumor deaths in 
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the non-immune one gram ( X  2  =  2 9 . 2 ,  P < 0 . 0 1  ) and five gram 
groups (X 2 = 53.8, P < 0.01). Similarly, the mortality in 
the immune five gram group was significantly less than the 
number of tumors in the non-immune one gram (X 2 = 6.4, 
P < 0 . 0 2 )  and five gram groups ( X  2  =  1 8 . 9 ,  P < 0 . 0 1 ) .  
Also, the right tumor development in the non-immune one 
gram group was significantly less than that in the non-immune 
five gram group (X2 = 6.2, P < 0.01). The total number of 
right pectoral neoplasms in the tests of immune pectoral 
muscles, 11 in l80 chicks, 6.1 per cent, was significantly 
less than the total neoplastic growths in the assay of non­
immune pectoral muscles, 66 of l80 chicks, or 26.7 per cent 
(X 2  - 48.2, P< 0 . 0 1 ) .  
Challenge inoculation Eighty-two of 134 immune-
treated chicks, 61.2 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors, 
while 31 of 76 non-immune-treated birds, 4o.8 per cent, 
developed left tumors. The mortality in the case of the 
immune-treated chicks was significantly larger than that in 
the non-immune-treated chicks (X 2 = 7.32, P< 0.01 ). 
Two days The results obtained at the two-day assay 
period are given in Table 30. Besides one and five grams of 
tumor, neoplastic-treated muscles from Immune fowls submitted 
to additional treatments were investigated. 
First inoculation As shown in the table the 
incidence of tumors in test chicks in the studies of the 
Table 30. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles two days after their treatment 
with avian tumor tissue 
No. of 
muscles 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle 
plus tumor 
Treatment 
Tumor Other 
Chicks 
1st test 
No. dead Per 
RT a cent 
Test chicks challenged 
with virulent tumor 
Chicks 
2nd test 
No. dead Per 
LTb cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 g. 100 0 0.0 66 36 54.5 
3 5 g. 50 0 0.0 38 23 60.5 
1 5 g. whole body 20 1 5.0 6 2 33.3 
irradiation 
1 5 g. cortisone 20 0 0.0 19 10 52.6 ' 
1 5 g. whole body 20 3 15.0 16 11 68. 8 
irradiationj 
cortisone 
!2 210 T 1.9 145 32 56.6 
B. Pectoral muscles from non-immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 g. 100 11 11.0 64 34 53.1 
3 5 g. 60 7 11.7 42 23 54.8 
2 5 g. vehicle 4o 2 5.0 36 20 55.6 
IT 20Ù 20 10.0 T4? 77 54.2 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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pectoral muscles from the immune fowls was zero or very low 
regardless of the treatment. A total of 12 muscles were 
assayed in 210 chicks ; four of these, 1.9 per cent , developed 
neoplasms. This mortality was significantly less than the 
total number of tumor deaths obtained in the tests of 11 non­
immune pectoral muscles (X 2 = 10.8, P< 0.01). 
Tumor frequency in the immune one gram group of chicks 
was significantly less than that in the non-immune one gram 
(X 2 = 9.6, P< 0.01 ) and five gram groups (X 2 = 9.6, 
P< 0.01). Also, the tumor mortality in the immune five 
gram group was significantly less than in the non-immune 
one gràm (X 2 = 4.4, P< 0.05) and 5 gram groups (X 2 = 4.4, 
P< 0.05). 
The incidence of neoplasms between the three non-immune 
groups was not significant. 
Chi square tests of independence of the mortality in 
the non-immune 5 gram group of chicks and that in the whole 
body irradiation, cortisone, and irradiation-cortisone 
groups revealed no significant differences. No significant 
tumor differences were found between the non-immune vehicle 
group and the cortisone and irradiation-cortisone groups. 
Challenge inoculation One hundred and forty-
five immune-treated chicks were challenged. Of these, 82, 
56.6 per cent, developed left pectoral tumors. The challenge 
inoculation of 142 non-immune treated chicks resulted in 77, 
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54.2 per cent, left tumor deaths. The difference between 
the immune and non-immune observations was not significant. 
Four days Summarized in Table 31 are the assay re­
sults of tumor-treated muscles from immune and non-immune 
chickens. In addition to neoplastic implantations immune 
fowls had also been treated with irradiation, cortisone, and 
the vehicle of cortisone, for study at this in vivo incubation 
period of time. 
First inoculation In the immune one gram group 
of chicks significantly fewer tumors occurred than in the 
immune five gram group (X 2 = 10.8, P< 0.01 ) and the non­
immune one gram (X 2 = 97.8, P< 0.01 ) and five gram groups 
(X 2 = 78.9, P< 0.01). Similarly, the neoplastic growth 
in the immune five gram group was significantly less than in 
the non-immune one gram (X 2 = 56.5, P < 0.01 ) and five gram 
groups of chicks (X 2 = 41.0, P < 0.01 ). However, the 
mortality difference between the non-immune one gram and 
five gram groups was not significant (X 2 = 1.4, P> 0.05). 
The frequency of tumor deaths in the whole-body irradia­
tion group of chicks was significantly greater than that 
in the immune five gram (X 2 = 17.2, P< 0.01 ) and the 
cortisone groups (X 2 = 12.7, P< 0.01), but was signifi­
cantly less than the mortality in the immune vehicle (X 2 = 
5.8, P< 0.02). The difference in mortality between the 
whole-body irradiation and the irradiation-cortisone groups 
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was not significant (X * = 1.3, P> 0.05). 
While the numbers of right tumors in the cortisone group 
of chicks were not significantly less than the immune five 
gram group (X 2 = 0.3, P> 0.05), the mortality was signi­
ficantly less than found in the immune vehicle (X 2 = 26.2, 
P < 0.01) and non-immune five gram groups (X 2 = 27.6, 
P< 0.01). 
In the tests of the 22 muscles from immune fowls, 101 
of the 410 test chicks, 24.6 per cent, developed right 
pectoral tumors. The assay of 15 non-immune muscles in 280 
test birds resulted in 169 neoplastic growths, or 60.4 per 
cent. Significantly fewer right tumors occurred in the case 
of the immune-treated chicks than in the non-immune treated 
chicks (X 2 = 87.7, P< .01). 
Challenge inoculation Two hundred and twenty-
six chicks inoculated with tumor-treated pectoral muscles 
from immune fowls received the challenge inoculation. Of 
these, 145, 64.2 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. 
Seventy-nine of the birds used in the assay of the tumor-
treated muscles from non-immune fowls also were challenged, 
nine of which developed left pectoral tumors, or 11.4 per 
cent. Significantly more deaths occurred in the case of the 
immune-treated chicks than in the non-immune-treated chicks 
(X 2  = 63.1, P< 0.01). 
Eight days Recorded in Table 32 is a summary of the 
Table 31» Chick-assays of pectoral muscles four days after their treatment 
with avian tumor tissue. 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Treatment Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles Tumor Other 1st test RT& cent 2nd test LT cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 fc. 100 0 0.0 80  50 62 .5  
5 5 K. 90 11 12.2 61 37 60 .7  
5 5 g. whole body 100 40 40.0 39 23 59.0 
irradiation 
2 5 g. cortisone 40 3 7.5 25 23 92.0 
2 5 g. vehicle 40 26  65 .0  3 0 0 .0  
2 5 g. whole body 40 21 52.5 18 12 66.7 
irradiation; 
cortisone 
52 410 101 24.6 226 145 64.1 
B. Pectoral muscles from non-immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 g. 100 6? 67.O 24 6 25 .0  
5 5 g. 100 58 58 .0  22 0 0 .0  
4 5 g» vehicle 8o 44 55.0 33 3 9.1 
15 200 169 60.4 79 9 11.4 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
Table 32. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles eight day? after their treatment 
with avian tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Treatment Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles Tumor Other 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 R. 135 5 3.7 102 70 68.6 
7 5 g. 150 34 22.7 90 64 71.1 
12 5 R. whole body 310 123 39.7  155 48 31.0 
irradiation 
14 5 8. partial body 390 62  15 .9  307 169 55 .0  
irradiation 
4 5 R. cortisone 100 25 25 .0  68  47 69 .1  
3 5 R. vehicle 70 24 34 .3  26  3 11.5 
4 5 R. whole body 100 32 32.0  65 13 20.0  
irradiation; 
50 
cortisone 
1255 305 24 .3  013 414 50.9  
B. Pectoral muscles from non -immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 g. 130 113 86 .9  15 0 0.0  
13 5 R. 310 193 62 .3  97 2 2.1 
6 5 g. vehicle 140 59 42.1 73 7 18.9  
25 500 365 62 .9  105 9 4.7 
aRlght tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
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results obtained in the assays of tumor-treated muscles eight 
days after implantation. Seven different treatments of 
immune chicks were studied at this time. 
First inoculation Tumor development in the 
immune one gram group of chicks was significantly less than 
that in the immune five gram (X 2 = 20.1, P< 0.01 ) and the 
non-immune one gram (X 2 = 182.3, P< 0.01 ) and five gram 
groups of chicks (X 2 = 128.3, P < 0.01). Likewise, tumor 
growths in test chicks were less frequent in the immune five 
gram group than in the non-immune one gram (X 2 = 112.7, 
P < 0.01 ) and five gram groups (X 2 = 61.8, P< 0.01). 
Right pectoral neoplasms in the non-immune one gram 
group of birds showed a significantly higher frequency than 
in the non-immune five gram group (X 2 = 25.2, P< 0.01). 
The chicks inoculated with pectoral muscles from immune 
fowls exposed to whole body irradiation showed a signifi­
cantly greater number of neoplastic growths than occurred in 
the immune five gram (X 2 = 12.3, P< 0.01), partial body 
irradiation (X 2 = 49.0, P< 0.01), and cortisone groups 
(X 2 = 6.4, P < 0.02), but significantly fewer right tumors 
than in the non-immune five gram group (X 2 = 30.7, P < 
0.01). Mortality differences between the whole body irradia­
tion group of chicks and the immune vehicle and irradiation-
cortisone groups were not significant. 
Right pectoral muscle tumors in the cortisone group of 
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chicKs were not significantly different from that in the 
immune five gram, immune vehicle, and the irradiation-
cortisone groups, but were significantly fewer in number than 
that found in the non-immune five gram (X 2 = 40.7, P <  
0.01 ) and vehicle groups (X 2 = 6. 8,. P < 0.01 ). 
The total number of right tumors observed in the 1255 
chicks employed in the tests of tumor-treated immune pectoral 
muscles, 305, or 24.3 per cent, was significantly less than 
the total tumor frequency of 62.9 per cent recorded in the 
assays of the non-immune tumor-treated pectoral muscles ( X  2  =  
253.7 ,  P< 0 .01) .  
Challenge inoculation In the challenge inocula­
tion of 813 chicks which had been first injected with immune 
pectoral muscle 4l4 birds, 50.9 per cent, developed left 
pectoral tumors. One hundred and eighty-five non-immune-
treated chicks were challenged, of which nine, 4.9 per cent, 
died with left pectoral neoplasms. In the case of the 
immune-treated chicks the mortality was significantly greater 
than in the non-immune-treated birds (X 2 = 128.0, P< 0.01). 
Sixteen days The assay results of immune and non­
immune muscles given two different treatments, one or five 
grams of tumor, are summarized in Table 33. The non-immune 
muscle which was to be studied 16 days after implantation 
of five grams of tumor died between the eight and 16 day 
period. Post mortem examination revealed a large avian 
Table 33. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles 16,  32» and 64 days after their 
treatment with avian tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu­
lated with muscle Test chicks challenged 
plus tumor with virulent tumor 
No. of Chicks No. dead Per Chicks No. dead Per 
muscles Treatment Assay periods 1st test RTa cent 2nd test LTb cent 
A. Pectoral muscles from immune fowls plus tumor 
6 1 g- 16 days 160 0 0.0  146 104 71.2 
2 5 g. 16 days 60 25 41.7 27 17 63.0  
220 25 11.4 173 121 69.9  
2 1 g. 32 days 30 0 0.0  21 9 42.9 
2 1 S- 64 days 30 0 0.0  25 23 92.0  
B. Pectoral muscles from non-immune fowls plus tumor 
2 1 g. 16 days 60 11 18.0 45 26 57 .8  
1 5 g. 16 days 0 
3 50 IT 18 .0  W5 25 57.H 
2 1 g. 32 days 30 l 3.3 20 7 35.0  
1 1 g. 64 days 30 0 0.0  26 21 80 .7  
aRight tumors. 
bLeft tumors. 
14-0 
lymphomatosis Vuiuor a.L the Implantation site. 
First inoculation The immune one gram group of 
assay chicks developed no tumors at this time. Compared 
with these findings the immune five gram group had signifi­
cantly more neoplasms (X 2 = 71.1, P < 0.01), as did the non­
immune one gram group (X 2 = 27.1, P< 0.01). The immune 
f'ivè gram group of birds also showed' significantly more right 
tumors than found in the non-immune one gram group (X 2  = 
6.7, P< 0 .01) .  
Between the immune and non-immune assay chicks the total 
tumor frequencies were not significantly different (X 2  = 
1.5 ,  P> 0 .05) .  
Challenge inoculation One hundred and seventy-
three of the immune test chicks were challenged. Of these, 
121, 69.9 per cent, died with left pectoral tumors. This was 
not significantly different from the 57.8 per cent challenge 
mortality observed" in the non-immune treated birds (X 2 = 
1.9 ,  P> 0 .05) .  
32 and 6 k  days Summarized in Table 38 are the test 
results for these two periods. One treatment, one gram of 
tumor, had been investigated. 
Only one right pectoral tumor was recorded. This 
occurred in the 32 day in vivo incubation period in the non­
immune one gram group, but was not significant. 
Within each of the two periods"chi square tests of 
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independence were calculated between the immune and non­
immune challenge results. No significant differences were 
found. 
Summary of the effects of in vivo contact of leukosis tumor 
cells with pectoral muscle cells for various lengths of time 
The percentages of right pectoral tumors which developed 
in the assays of immune and non-immune pectoral muscles in­
oculated with one and five grams of tumor have been plotted 
for the first six in vivo incubation periods in Figure 1. 
The immune and non-immune groups of chicks deviated 
significantly one day after implantation. In both the immune 
one and five gram groups of chicks there were sharp decreases 
in mortality from two hours, while the non-immune test chicks 
had increases in right pectoral tumors. 
Both the immune and non-immune test chicks showed de­
creases in mortality at two days below that observed at two 
hours and one day, the immune groups to zero and the non­
immune groups to about 11 per cent. 
Regardless of the quantity of tumor inoculum given to 
the adult fowls the immune and non-immune groups of chicks 
deviated significantly from each other at four and eight 
days. The significance of the curves shown in Figure 1 will 
be considered in the discussion. 
The data in Tables 31 and 32, which pertain to the 
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four and eight day assay periods, have been plotted in Figure 
2. At four days the whole-body irradiation and the 
irradiation-cortisone groups of chicks each had significant 
mortalities compared with the immune five gram group, but 
were significantly less than observed in the non-immune five 
gram group. 
Studies of the effects of partial body irradiation were 
conducted eight days after implantation along with whole body 
exposure. The effects of whole-body irradiation were the 
same as at four days. However, the right pectoral tumors in 
the partial-body irradiation group of chicks were signifi­
cantly less than observed in the whole-body irradiation 
group. 
Since there were four different levels of whole body 
irradiation and six different partial irradiation exposure 
regions the irradiation data has been further subdivided and 
presented in Figure 3-
Four days following implantation of five grams of tumor 
the 200, 350, and 400 r groups of chicks each showed right 
pectoral tumor deaths significantly greater than the mor­
tality in the immune five gram group, but were not signifi­
cantly different from the mortality in the non-immune five 
gram group of birds. The largest mortality appeared in the 
400 r group. The 300 r assay results at either the four or 
eight day periods demonstrated no significant differences 
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from that found, in the immune five gram groups. The assays 
of tumor-treated muscles from 400 r whole body irradiated 
fowls eight days following implantation also showed no 
apparent irradiation effects. 
As shown in Figure 3, test results in each group of 
chicks which received tumor-muscle preparations from partially 
body irradiated fowls were not significantly different from 
the mortality in the immune- five gram group. 
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DISCUSSION 
Asmundson and Biely (1932 ) were among the first workers 
to supply evidence that resistance and susceptibility to 
avian leukosis are controlled by genetic factors. Additional 
information was later given by Biely et al. (1932) showing 
the importance of genetic factors in leukosis resistance. 
The latter authors were able to maintain resistant and 
susceptible flocks of chickens. 
Wilke et al. (1938), showed that avian leukosis re­
sistant and susceptible strains of chickens could be developed 
by selection. They also demonstrated that progeny of seven 
out of eight matings were as susceptible to injections of 
tumor tissue as to natural exposure. 
Starting with an unselected population of chickens Hutt 
et al. (19^1), in four generations selected resistant and 
susceptible lines to neoplasms. The neoplasms consisted of 
90 to 95 per cent lymphomatosis. Neoplasms in the unse­
lected population amounted to 16 per cent. By the fourth 
generation the incidence of tumors in the susceptible line 
of birds amounted to 26 per cent, while in the resistant line 
the frequency was reduced to 12 per cent. Because mortality 
from all causes was reduced from 64 per cent in the unselected 
population to 38 per cent in the resistant line, these authors 
believed that the 12 per cent frequency of neoplasms was 
actually a greater reduction of tumors than indicated. 
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The latter work was supported by Hutt and Cole (1947). 
Selection of lymphomatosis resistant and susceptible lines 
of chickens was conducted over ten generations. Neoplasms 
in the unselected population amounted to 14.9 per cent. 
After ten generations of selection two resistant lines each 
showed about eight per cent neoplasms. Tumors in the 
susceptible line increased to 34.9 per cent. Selection was 
based on natural exposure to leukosis. 
Employing lymphomatosis tumor tissue inoculums Poirier 
(1951, 1952) demonstrated increased survival to lymphomato­
sis over three generations of selection. Survival to tumor 
transplants in the unselected population amounted to 36 per 
cent. An increased survival to 60.2 per cent took place in 
the second generation; survival in the third generation 
amounted to 61.3 per cent. No definite susceptible line of 
birds was established, but the strain of chickens maintained 
as susceptible showed the same incidence of survival as the 
unselected birds. 
The present paper has been concerned with how the 
genetic factors of natural resistance are expressed physio­
logically in the suppression of leukosis infection. One 
method often used in experimental work to detect leukosis 
resistant fowls is to inject birds with transmissible tumor 
tissue. Survivors of such treatments are able to build up 
an active acquired resistance in addition to the genetic 
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controlled resistance. Gowen (1950), working with mice, re­
ported that the genetic factors responsible for natural re­
sistance to Salmonella typhlmurium appear also to regulate 
active acquired resistance. 
The preceding section of this paper has been concerned 
with the enumeration and analyses of the various experiments 
conducted in a study of the mechanism of resistance to avian 
lymphomatosis infection. This problem was approached from 
four different aspects : (1 ) the ability of immune fowls to 
combat challenge inoculations of one and five grams of tumor; 
(2) the effects of whole-body and partial-body X-irradiation 
on tumor resistance in immune fowls; (3) the effects of 
cortisone on tumor resistance in immune fowls ; and (4) the 
combined effects of whole-body X-irradiation and cortisone 
on tumor resistance in immune fowls. 
In order to facilitate a discussion of the findings, 
part of the data are presented in Tables 34 and 35. Within 
each of these tables the data are grouped according to the 
length of in vivo incubation of muscle-tumor combinations, 
column 1. For each incubation period the assay findings in 
test chicks inoculated with muscle-tumor preparations are 
recorded in columns 2, 3, and 4, and the challenge results 
of surviving chicks in columns 5, 6, and 7. The last column, 
column 8, of each table shows the percentages of tumor 
mortalities in chicks treated only with tumor tissue. 
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Table 34. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the 
inoculation of one gram of avian lymphomatosis 
tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu- Test chicks chal-
lated with muscle lenged with viru-
plus tumor lent tumor 
Assay 1st Per cent 2nd Per cent 
period test RTa RT test LT'3 LT 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent 
tumor cells 
2 hrs. 120 23 19.2 75 32 42.7 61.1 
1 day 120 4 3.3 93 52 55.9 50.0 
2 days 100 0 0.0 66 36 54.5 63.6 
4 days 100 0 0.0 80 50 62.5 54.2 
8 days 135 5 3.7 102 70 68.6 50.0 
16 days l6o 0 0.0 146 104 71.2 55.2 
32 days 30 0 0.0 21 9 42.9 33.3 
64 days 30 0 0.0 25 23 92.0 66.7 
Total 795 32 4.0 60 8 376 61.8 53.0 
B. Pectoral muscles of non-•immune fowls plus viru-
lent tumor cells 
2 hrs. 120 24 20.0 72 37 51.4 80.0 
1 day 120 36 30.0 58 31 53.4 60.0 
2 days 100 11 11.0 64 34 53.1  62.5 
4 days 100 67 67.0  24 6 25.0  36.4 
8 days 130 113 86.9  15 0 0.0 92.3 
16 days 60 11 18.0  45 26 57.8 72.7 
32 days 30 1 3.3 20 7 35.0 16.7 
64 days 30 0 0.0 26 21 80.8 76.9 
Total 690 263 38.1 324 162 50.0 62.2 
Per cent 
tumors ex­
pected 
aRight tumors. 
13Left tumors. 
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Table 35. Chick-assays of pectoral muscles following the 
inoculation of five grams of avian lymphomatosis 
tumor tissue 
Test chicks inocu- Test chicks chal-
lated with muscle lenged with viru-
plus tumor lent tumor 
Assay 1st Per cent 2nd Per cent 
period test RTa RT test LT LT 
A. Pectoral muscles of immune fowls plus virulent 
tumor cells 
2 hrs. 60 28 46.7 27 8 29.6 33.3 
1 day 60 7 11.7 4l 30 73.2 25.0 
2 days 50 0 0.0 38 23 60.5 73.3 
4 days 90 11 12.2 61 37 60.7 55.9 
8 days 150 34 22.7 90 64 71.1 80.6 
16 days 60 25 41.7 27 17 63.0 75.0 
Total 470 105 22.3 284 179 &3.0 57.2 
B. Pectoral muscles of non-•immune fowls plus 
virulent tumor cells 
2 hrs. 60 21 35.0 32 7 21.9  37.5 
1 day 60 30 50.0 18 0 0.0 50.0 
2 days 60 7 11.7 42 23 54.8 . 82.1 
4 days 100 58 58.0 22 0 0.0 76.5 
8 days 310 193 62.3 97 2 2.1 82.9  
16 days 
35 Total 590 309 52.4 211 15.2 65.8  
Per cent 
tumors ex­
pected 
aRight tumors. 
^Left tumors. 
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As shown in Tables 34, Parts A and B, and 35, Parts A 
and B, column 4, regardless of the quantity of tumor in­
jected into immune and non-immune muscles, tests of muscle-
tumor preparations two hours after implantation revealed no 
significant difference between immune and non-immune muscles 
receiving like dosages of tumor. It is reasonable to assume 
that the mortality in test chicks treated at the two-hour 
incubation period largely resulted from sampling the original 
tumor inoculum. 
At the assay period of one day the tumor implants in the 
immune muscles were considerably reduced, while those in the 
non-immune muscles continued to develop. By the second day 
after implantation it appeared that in the immune muscles 
the tumor defense elements had eliminated the original 
inoculum. Normal inflammatory defense elements against in­
fection in the non-immune muscles were evidently also 
operating at this time. In the latter case, however, these 
non-neoplastic defenses were probably quantitatively and 
qualitatively unable to contain and/or remove the tumor 
cells inoculated. The neoplastic tissue remained unchecked 
in the non-immune muscles and proliferated such that very 
high mortalities were observed in the test chicks four and 
eight days after tumor implantation. 
From the data in Tables 34, Part A, and 35, Part A, it 
was evident that not all of the tumor cells inoculated into 
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Immune muscles were inactivated or destroyed. Some of the 
neoplastic cells were still present in the immune muscles 
eight days after implantation of one gram of tumor. This, 
however, was still a significant reduction of tumor cell 
growth as compared with that observed in non-immune fowls. 
Beyond the eight-day incubation period no tumor tissue was 
detected in the immune fowls. The Immune muscles treated 
with five grams of tumor also appeared unable to completely 
inhibit the neoplasm, for tumors were found in assay chicks 
four, eight, and sixteen days after treatment of immune 
fowls. In each of these periods, however, the mortalities 
were significantly less than those which occurred in the 
non-immune assay chicks. Evidently the genetic resistance, 
and the acquired resistance attained from three immunizing 
inoculations, in the fowls classified as immune was not suf­
ficient protection to completely combat inoculations as large 
as five grams of tumor. 
The decrease in right pectoral tumors in the chicks 
treated with non-immune muscle-tumor preparations incubated 
from 16 to 64 days, Table 34, Part B, is of significance. 
This may represent the periods after implantation when the 
tumor cells proliferate at an extremely rapid rate, becoming 
very lethal. The death of the non-immune fowl which was to 
be assayed 16 days after tumor implantation, Table 35, Part 
B, emphasizes the rapid tumor growth at this time. 
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Another important aspect of the defense process in 
immune muscles is seen from the data in Tables 34, Part A, 
and 35, Part A. The property of the defense mechanism to 
inhibit or destroy implanted neoplastic elements did not occur 
immediately after implantation. Rather the process of neo­
plastic cell elimination took place from the time of implanta­
tion up to two days later. This time interval for neoplastic 
cell inactivation may account for the failure to detect 
immune elements by Haensly (1956). In this latter work 
samples of organ tissues were incubated in vitro with the 
avian tumor for not more than two hours prior to the assays 
of organ-tumor mixtures. 
To further emphasize the difference between immune and 
non-immune muscle cells in suppressing inoculated tumor 
tissue the percentages of tumors in column 4 of Tables 34 and 
35 can be compared with the percentages of tumors in column 
8 of the same tables. Because the figures of column 8 are 
independent of the assay time periods the average tumor 
mortality in column 8 can be used for comparisons. The 
critical periods for comparisons are the mortalities ob­
served at the four and eight-day periods. In every case the 
chick-mortalities in the assay of immune muscle-tumor pre­
parations were significantly less than the mortality in 
chicks treated with tumor only. Conversely, the chick-
mortalities in the assays of non-immune muscle-tumor 
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preparations were not significantly different from the aver­
age mortality in chicks treated with tumor only. From these 
data it was evident that the immune muscle tissues showed a 
greater capacity to eliminate tumor cells than did the non­
immune muscle tissues. 
The assay chicks which survived the initial inoculations 
with muscle-tumor preparations were subsequently challenged 
with virulent tumor tissue. These results are summarized in 
Tables 34 and 35, columns 5, 6, and 7- These tests offered 
an opportunity to detect the transfer of immune substances 
from immune muscles to the assay chicks. Comparing the per­
centages of left tumors in column seven with the percentages 
of tumor deaths in column eight shows that the chicks from 
the two-hour assay period were less susceptible, column 7, 
to the second implantation of neoplastic cells than were the 
test chicks on first contact, column 8. This might suggest 
the possibility of direct transfer of immune substances.-
The possibility of this occurring was diminished when the 
challenge data in the non-immune muscle tests were considered, 
Tables 34, Part B, and 35, Part B, column 7. 
In the latter cases the numbers of left tumors at each 
assay period were significantly less than the average mor­
tality in chicks treated with tumor only. The non-immune 
muscle cells plus neoplastic cells contributed resistance to 
the challenge tests of assay chicks. The increased 
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resistance to the challenge test must have resulted from 
acquired tumor immunity. The acquired resistance, however, 
resulted in the generation of active and not passive immunity. 
The differences between the immune and non-immune chal­
lenge results in the assay chicks emphasizes the greater 
capacity of immune muscles to inhibit or eliminate tumor 
inoculums. This would give the immune muscle-treated chicks 
less opportunity to acquire active tumor resistance than the 
non-immune muscle-treated chicks. 
From the foregoing discussion it may be concluded that 
the lymphomatosis defense mechanism, whether cellular and/or 
humoral, was not passively transferred from immune fowls to 
assay chicks, or that the immune material was highly labile 
outside the body, disintegrating in the transfer from fowl 
to chick. The defense mechanism for lymphomatosis was fur­
ther investigated by exposing immune fowls to X-irradiation 
and/or cortisone treatments. 
The data recorded in Tables 11, 16, 20, 21, 22, and 24 
and Figures 2 and 3 give the findings of in vivo contact of 
immune muscle cells and tumor cells following irradiation 
and cortisone treatments of the muscle cells. 
In comparing the chick mortalities obtained in the 
assays of tumor treated muscles from whole-body irradiated 
immune fowls with that found in the tests of tumor-treated 
muscles from non-irradiated immune and non-immune fowls, it 
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was apparent that irradiation of the immune fowls inhibited 
immune muscle activity on the tumor tissue. The lowest level 
of irradiation, 200 r, was as effective in blocking resist­
ance as two of the higher levels of exposure, 350 and 400 r. 
Irradiation at 300 r, and 400 r at the eight-day muscle-
tumor incubation period, may. not have had an effect on the 
tumor defense mechanism. Regardless of the mortality varia­
tion in test chicks between levels of irradiation, the im­
portant observation was that whole-body irradiation 
administered 24 hours prior to tumor implantation in immune 
muscles did create an optimal environment for the implants 
to develop. 
It is known that humoral defenses are not greatly 
affected by X-irradiation. The work reported in the Review 
of Literature showed that humoral types of immunity estab­
lished before irradiation remains largely unaffected follow­
ing exposure. Other workers have demonstrated that pre­
formed antibody in mice and rabbits was not affected by 
sublethal whole-body irradiation (Silverman and Chin, 1956; 
Perkins and Marcus, 1957a; Perkins and Marcus, 1957b). in 
the present problem the acquired resistance, established be­
fore whole-body irradiation, and genetic resistance were 
impaired following exposure. From these findings of tumor 
cell proliferation the defense mechanism in lymphomatosis 
resistance must consist of cellular elements. 
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These cellular components could be any of the body 
cells, in particular the pectoral muscles cells at the site 
of inoculation, and the blood cells. Donaldson et al. 
(1956), studied the effects of whole-body X-irradiation on 
the in vivo intracellular digestion of chicken erythrocytes 
and Candida guilliermondi cells by rabbit and mouse 
phagocytes. Immunization of mice and rabbits with the 
erythrocytes and yeast cells caused an increase in the di­
gestion of these cells upon challenge. Irradiation of im­
munized rabbits and mice decreased the number of phagocytes 
and intracellular digestion, but did not alter serum anti­
body titers. 
Since the blood cellular components could be factors 
controlling tumor cell proliferation irradiation damage to 
them would be of importance. Bloom (1948) reported that 
even low dosages of whole body X-irradiation were capable 
of destroying the processes of erythrocytopoiesis and 
granulocytopoiesis in the bone marrow of chickens, as well 
as lymphatic tissue located in the marrow. The lymphatic 
tissue of the spleen and thymus are also destroyed by low 
levels of X-irradiation (Murray, 1948). 
Circulating leucocytes of the chicken are greatly 
affected by whole body irradiation, Lucas and Denington 
(1957) exposed chickens to 200 and 300 r whole-body X-
irradiation. They found a rapid decline in lymphocytes 
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24 hours ai'ter exposure ; recovery was not seen by 15 days 
post-irradiation. Monocytes, basophils, and eosinophils 
were decreased in numbers 24 hours after exposure. Hetero­
phil counts showed a large increase 24 hours after irradia­
tion, followed by a rapid decline. It is of interest to 
note in the work of Lucas and Denington (1957) that the low­
est point of decline in leucocyte numbers occurred on about 
the eighth day following irradiation. In the present prob­
lem tumor implants in the non-immune fowls grew rapidly 
after two days, being detected on the fourth and eighth days 
following implantation. At four and eight days following 
tumor implantation, tumor growths were detectable in 
irradiated immune fowls. 
Since whole-body irradiation may cause varying degrees 
of damage to all body tissues the measurement of the activity 
and numbers of any one or group of cells would not neces­
sarily indicate the actual cellular elements directly con­
trolling neoplastic cellular growth. While tumor growth 
may be controlled by the blood cellular components, the 
pectoral muscle cells at the site of inoculation, and 
macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system, these may 
be only end results in a series of reactions which begin 
far removed from the implantation site. Partial body 
irradiation affords the opportunity to localize the origin 
of the primary components of resistance. 
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As shown in Figure 3 the right pectoral muscle tumors 
in the partial-body irradiation study were not significantly 
different from those in the non-irradiated immune group. 
Mortality following exposure of the anterior-middle, anterior-
posterior, middle-posterior, and anterior regions, as given 
in Table 16 and Figure 3, also was not significantly differ­
ent from the non-irradiated immune group. Exposure of the 
middle or posterior regions of chickens to irradiation did 
not decrease tumor resistance. From the replicate mor­
talities given in Table 16, however, one of the two repli­
cates in each of the following exposures demonstrated signi­
ficant increases in lymphomatosis growth : anterior-middle, 
- anterior-posterior, and anterior regions. The implication 
here is that cellular control of the defense process may 
originate in the anterior or head and neck region. 
Stad1er and Gowen (1957a), in studies of the effects of 
X-irradiation on natural resistance, observed that the 
anterior-middle exposure of mice may have lowered resistance 
to Salmonella typhimurium when compared with the results 
obtained from exposure of the middle-posterior region. 
These authors suggest a function of the pituitary in dis­
ease resistance. 
In the neck region of the chicken the thymus tissue 
would be the most susceptible to irradiation (Murray, 1948). 
However, the chickens employed in the present problem were 
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one year and older, and thus little or no thymus tissue 
would be present (Bradley, 1950). 
Any one or more of several tissues in the head region 
may participate in the immune process, but only for the 
pituitary gland is there suggestive evidence. Hubble (1933) 
extensively reviewed the literature in a study of the rela­
tionship between the endocrine system and blood disorders. 
It was hypothesized at that time that the anterior pituitary 
gland may have a leucopoletic result acting indirectly 
through the adrenal cortex and thyroid gland. 
The pituitary-adrenal cortex relationship on lymphoid 
tissue was investigated by Dougherty and White (1946). These 
authors demonstrated the indirect control of the pituitary 
gland over lymphocytes. Normal mice exposed to 10 r whole-
body X-irradiation showed severe lymphopenias, degeneration 
of lymphoid organs, and increased serum globulins. Adrenal-
ectomized mice also exposed to 10 r whole-body X-irradiation 
demonstrated none of the above changes. The authors be­
lieved that irradiation influenced lymphoid tissue function 
by stimulating the endocrine relationship between the 
pituitary gland and the adrenal cortex. 
Hypophysectomy in rats (Lundin, 1958) caused lymphoid 
follicular atrophy in the spleen and atrophy of the thymus 
cortex. 
Because the functions of the pituitary gland are so 
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varied, and widespread throughout the body it is not possible 
to determine in the present study exactly how this gland 
would participate in tumor cell proliferation. Most likely, 
such action would be indirect, with one or more of the other 
body tissues participating. 
A second organ in the head region of the chicken de­
serves consideration. Spiroff (1958) investigated the 
embryonic and postnatal growth of the pineal body in the 
chicken. This author found that the percentage increase in 
weight of this organ from 10 to 21 days of incubation was 80 
per cent, and that from hatching to maturity 383 per cent. 
At about 12 days post-hatching lymphocytes were observed to 
invade the pineal body, and lymph nodules formed around the 
major vessels. At about three months post-hatching the 
lymphocytes and lymph nodules began to decrease such that 
the adult pineal body lacked these structures. The early 
lymphatic tissue present in the pineal body may indicate a 
role in disease resistance, but there is yet no evidence 
that such is the case. 
Bowen et al. (1957c) found that cortisone reduced the 
natural resistance of mice to Salmonella typhimurium. In 
the present problem cortisone, when used alone, apparently 
had no effect on fowls resistant to avian lymphomatosis, 
Table 20. The effects of whole-body X-irradiation on de­
creasing resistance to the neoplasm were also unaffected by 
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cortisone, Table 24, Part B. When the vehicle of cortisone 
was administered to immune fowls, however, there occurred a 
suppression of tumor immunity, Table 21. The reason for this 
inhibition cannot be determined since the constituent 
materials of the vehicle are the property of the manu­
facturer. If the vehicle ha'd the capacity to reduce re­
sistance, this capacity was itself inhibited by cortisone, 
Table 20. 
From the studies of acquired resistance in avian 
lymphomatosis resistant fowls the following observations have 
been made : (1) the immune process does not operate instan­
taneously to remove the tumor cells and/or the causative 
agent, but rather from the time of implantation up to two 
days after implantation; (2) whole-body X-irradiation effects 
revealed that the defense mechanism involves primarily cellu­
lar components and not humoral factors ; and (3) partial-body 
X-irradiation effects suggest that a tissue located in the 
head region of the body may have an important role in tumor 
immunity. 
The aqueous vehicle of cortisone caused a decrease in 
tumor resistance. Cortisone appeared to exhibit the follow­
ing: (1) no effect on tumor immunity; (2) a suppression of 
the activity of aqueous vehicle ; and (3) no effect on the 
reduction of tumor resistance brought about by X-
irradiation. 
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The factor or factors controlling active acquired re­
sistance to avian lymphomatosis have been found to be ex­
pressed phenotypically through the effects of body cells on 
the leukosis tumor cells. The cytotoxic effects of these 
body cells were extended over several days. The nature of 
these body cells was not determined. It is believed that 
the inhibition of the neoplastic cells was a function pri­
marily of cells capable of migrating to the site of tumor 
implantation. The end result of neoplastic inhibition, how­
ever, was the sum total of many physiological processes 
integrated to destroy the tumor tissue. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A study has been made of 103 fowls resistant to avian 
lymphomatosis. These birds survived a series of three in­
oculations with virulent lymphomatosis tumor tissue. The 
investigations were directed toward analyzing the genetic 
and acquired mechanisms of this -tumor immunity. 
Each immune or susceptible fowl was challenged with a 
large dose, one or five grams, of virulent tumor. These tests 
were of two kinds : (1) the neoplastic response following 
the inoculation of one or five grams of tumor; and (2) the 
neoplastic response following the injection of five grams of 
tumor accompanied by X-irradiation and/or cortisone acetate 
treatments. 
The effects of whole-body X-irradiation on tumor cell 
activity in immune pectoral muscles were investigated. 
Irradiation was administered at four dosage levels : 200, 
300, 350, and 400 roentgens. In combination with the ad­
ministration of cortisone, whole-body irradiation was given 
at dosage levels of 300 and 400 roentgens. Irradiation took 
place 24 hours prior to the inoculation of five grams of 
tumor. 
Partial-body X-irradiation was administered at one 
dosage level of 400 roentgens. The regions of the body ex­
posed to partial-body irradiation included the anterior, 
middle, posterior, and the three combinations of these 
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réglons : anterior-middle, anterior-posterior, and middle-
posterior. 
Cortisone acetate injections of immune fowls commenced 
24 hours prior to the inoculation of five grams of - -
lymphomatosis tumor tissue. The hormone treatments con­
tinued daily for a minimum of two and a maximum of eight days 
following the neoplastic treatment. The amount administered 
per bird per day was 40 milligrams. One fowl received 50 
milligrams per day. 
Cortisone was also administered to immune fowls in com­
bination with 300 and 400 r whole-body X-irradiation. Both 
the hormone and irradiation treatments were given 24 hours 
before the inoculation of five grams of tumor. Hormone 
treatments were continued daily until each bird was killed. 
The pectoral muscles served as the site of inoculation. 
When only one of the pectoral muscles was inoculated with 
neoplastic tissue, saline injections into the opposite side 
served as a further control. 
The reactions of the immune muscles to increased amounts 
of lymphomatosis tumor tissue, alone or in combination with 
X-irradiation and/or cortisone, were measured by allowing 
various lengths of time of in vivo incubation of muscle and 
tumor tissue. The in vivo incubation intervals were as 
follows: 2 hours, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 days. Follow­
ing incubation the muscles were extirpated, diluted, and 
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assayed in test chicks. 
Based on the results of this investigation the following 
conclusions were drawn as to the nature of the genetic and 
acquired mechanism of lymphomatosis.resistance in the 
chicken: 
1. After entry of tumor cells and the agent or agents 
of lymphomatosis the infectious materials are not immediately 
destroyed or inhibited from further growth; the length of 
time for inhibition of the neoplastic tissue was a function 
of the quantity of tumor tissue inoculated; 
2. The defense mechanism was found to be one primarily 
of a cellular nature and not humoral; and 
3. The results were suggestive, but not conclusive, 
that the tissues primarily concerned with the physiological 
activity of the defense mechanism are located in the anterior 
or head-neck region of the body. 
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